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Optimist Club Moves Library To New Location -

During. . .

Before. . .
The Murray Optimist Club yesterday undertook the tremendous task of moving all of
the books from the public library at the corner of Male and Seventh to the newly
constructed library building on Main Street between Seventh and Eighth. The moving
took fourteen hours and was spearheaded by Dr. Peter Whaley. Parker Ford, Inc.,

After

furnished trucks used in the moving. Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, librarian, told the
Ledger & Times that the library will be closed for several days for the purpose of
cataloging and rearranging Items in the library with a view to increase services and
activities. A formal opening of the new library is planned for August 14. Books may

•

•

•

be returned to containers placed outside both the old and the new libraries and no
overdue fines will be charged. Announcements concerning the reopening of the
library will be made periodically as the work at the new building progresses.
Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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In Our alsi Year

TwOCouflt Men
Enlist In Navy

Hogancamp Outlines
Growth Of MSU At
Lions Club Meeting.

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
VOL UcXXX1 No. 178

10.Per Copy

Little League All Stars
Advance To Region Finals

Jerry L. Kalberer of Murray
and Randall B. Taylor of Hazel
have enlisted in the United States
Navy, according to Chief Charles
Swartz of the Paducah U. S.
Naval 'Recruiting Office.
Other persons enlisting during
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, vice
June and July from the area were
president in charge of adRobert S. McKinney and Donald
ministrative affairs for Murray
E. Womack, Paducah; Herbert
11110111od Trews IngermiWomarg
State University, was the guest
L. McCrea, Sedalia;
speaker at the Tuesday night ZekkaSSO.-"Se'dfia:Sedeef•SSOStossoaasst
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Bass and Raymond 1134
meeting of the Murray Lions KENTUCKY: Partly cloudy,
Wickliffe; Herbert D. Seaton,
Club. His topic was the growth warm and humid through
Kevil; Stanley D. Stewart, Employees of the Murray
Sheriff Clyde Steele reports
and development of Murray State Thursday.
Ledbetter; James A. Mayhugh, Calloway County
Hospital
Scattered thunthat his office has received
University.
Smithland; Ronald D. Peck, Pharmacy recently attended the
dershowers today and tonight,
several complaints concerning
In pointing out the growth of becoming less numerous west
Calvert City.
McKesson and Robbins Drug
young children riding motor
the university, Dr. Hogancamp portion Thursday. Highs today
Enlisting in the Navy's 180 day Meetings.
bikes, motor cycles, etc., without The Murray Little League
PFC. Gars D. Lamb
delay program were Michael D. Pharmacy technician, Mary
recalled that in 1943 during World and Thursday mostly in lower
AllStars advanced to the Region
Harris, Paducah, and George F, Hancock and husband ac- By United Press International a valid operator's license.
War II the school had only 322 90s. Lows tonight upper 608 and
Colburn, Calvert City.
comparued Mr. and Mrs. Willard Much of the nation took Steele stated that Kentucky law finals last night by beating
students. The enrollment in- low 70s.
Ails to St. Louis for the meeting another dirty sauna bath today prohibits the operating on a Henderson 9-7 in a thrill packed
creased to 1381 by 1948, 1500 in
as hot, muggy and smoggy ,hlir road of any motor bike, game played before a large
on July 18.
1953, 1517 in 1958, almost tripled
By United Press International.
Pharmacy Secretary, Julia conditions lingered over p.vts motor cycle, mini bike or like crowd here. They will play the _
to 7334 by 1968 MSU has 450 full
vehiole by an operator who does winner of the
Extended weather outlook for
Cain and husband accompanied of the East and South. Bowling Greerr—
(Continued on Paii4ftWir1iii) Kentucky Friday through SunMr. Ails to Memphis July 25, for New York City entered the not have a license.
District next Monday night for
said
further
Steele
that
Sheriff
day:
with
day
reserve electric power
the right to advance to the state
CRESENT SPRINGS, Ky. UPI the meeting there.
Partly cloudy through Sunday.
perilously short. Smog across any parent who permits a child finals.
PFC. Gary D. Lamb, son of
David Schlinkert plans to
any
operate
or
drive
to
16
under
Warm Friday and Saturday and Mrs. Ronald Dodd of Alrno Route celebrate his 30th birthday next
I II •
. bike, uliator_
XentInsedsimastegslotrteldll
Scalia/Ad
Sunday
Peel
sasilhe-ielo-41,-&-.Loaskw
, bike, or like vehicle, on a public "tefterteilTleffittellethigt-eoffte- 'th`undershowers most likely Murray, has recently been has been declared dead by the
from-behind heroics to pull the
'road, could be fined up to $500.00
occurring Friday and Saturday. assigned to overseas duty in Can Kenton County Voter Purgation
rain delayed game out of the fire
Highs lowering from the low 908 Thu, South Vietnam. . He is Board.
or urray, who lost the toss of
to the low and mid 80s. Lows will assigned to the 120th Tran- Schlinkert received a letter last
the "coin and was the visiting
lower from the low and mid 708 to sportation Unit.
team on the scoreboard.
weekend informing him that his
the mid and upper 608.
Lamb who left for Vietnam name had been removed from the
Two Murray Route One
the
entered
year
July 8 of this
voting lists in Kenton County
Tony Thurmond got the ball
residents, Kenneth Smith and
TVA LAKE STAGES
Army September 16,1969. He had because the Bureau of Vital
rolling in the top of the first inPatricia Smith, were reported
By United Press International
Revival
services
held
be
will
at
basic training at Fort Camp- Statics listed him as dead.
injured in a traffic accident that the Gosher. United Methodist ning with a 2 run homer but
We see that over in Paris a straw
7 a.m. midnight his
his on-the-job training at Schlinkert's relatives, seeing
occurred eight miles north of Church starting Sunday, August Henderson came/ back in the
vote will be taken on a leash law Savannah
357.5 Fluctuate bell and
La.
Polk,
the obvious humor of the
Benton on U. S. Highway 641 late 2,and continuing through Friday, br•tom of the first with 3 runs to
for dogs in the city. The issue PerryvWe
356.7 Fluctuate Fort
The Calloway County man is a situation, held a mock funeral for
go in front 3-2.
Monday.
over there is about as con- Johnsonville
356.9 Fall 0.1
August 7.
graduate of Calloway County their "departed" family memThe Smiths were taken to the
troversial as it is in Murray
Scott Fitzhugh
357.1 Fall 0.1
School and attended Murray ber. Schlinkert was able to atRev. Charles I. Parker of Both teams score one run in the
Benton Municipal Hospital but
Eggners Ferry 357.0 Fall 0.1 High
University before entering tend, however, and enjoy his
were then treated in a doctor's Cottage Grove, Tenn., will be the second inning and Murray put
357.1 Fall 0.1 State
Kentucky HW
married to the "funeral."
office, according to hospital evangelist. He is the son of Mr. two runs across the plate.in the
Actually it is about the only way Kentucky TW 302.3 Fluctuate the Army. He is
Harmon who is The Bureau of Vital Statistics
Charlotte
former
and Mrs. Lynn Parker of Murray fourth. Henderson tied the score,
either
city,
authorities.
the
in
dogs
control
to
with.a.rito in the last of the
now residing. with her mother,.deities thatfichliakort-is-listatLas
and -is married to the f
Steptiew safictoe Seabed
to place theni on a leash or keep
Mrs. Doris Harmon, Murray dead and the Kenton County
Benton Route One was held for Darrylin Treas, daughter of Mr. fourth and the teams went into
them in a pen or under in some
Route Three.
Voter Purgatirm Board said
observation and then dismissed and Mrs. H.E.(Jackie) Treas of the last inning with the score still
way
obviously a mistake was made
Tuesday from the Benton Murray Route Seven. Rev. and tied.
Memorial Program
Dr. Adroit Doran
Schlinkert agrees.
Municipal Hospital. Joseph Mrs. Parker have three children. Raymond Sims led off for
Murray with a single, Thurmond
Slaughter and Aubrey Rodgers,
Some people do not care for dogs
Services will be held at 7:30 walked and David Frank
A special program will be
both of Mayfield, were listed in
and actually their rights are
presented at the Memorial
satisfactory condition Tuesday p.m. each day. Rev. Dossie slammed a 3-run homer. Lindsey
being trespassed by having
minister and the Hudspeth followed Frank with
tonight;
Church
Baptist
by authorities at Mayfield Wheatley,
someone else's dogs running
congregation of the church invite another home run in almost the
The annual summer choral Wednesday )at 7:30 p.m. by Lynn
Hospital.
the
Community
ruining
yards,
their
across
in the Sandusky who will give a slide
same spot in center field to give
Details of the accident were not the public to attend.
shrubbery,digging holes, scaring concert will be presented
Union
Murray
Ballroom,
the Murrayans a 9-5 lead going
Student
a
as
work
his
of
report
illustrated
etc.
available.
the daylights out of them,
into the last half inning of the
State University on Thursday student summer missionary in
level.
national
He
on
served
has
of
game.
revelling, July 30th, beginning at 1969 in New Mexico.. The public is Dr Adron Doran, presidentsas revere} national committees,
tee Cream supper
Morehead State University
The Murray -kuss eat back', -:
7:30.
attend.
to
invited
they
then
dogs
had
everysee
the including the National Advisory !
be
will
years,
past
the
16
The New Providence Riding expecting to coast to the win but
would not mind so much putting The concert will be conducted
Professions
on
Council
Education
Rummage & Bake Sale
for
speaker
commencement
Club has planned a "get Henderson would not give up and
by Professor Robert K. Baar and
A rummage and bake sale will summer graduation exercises at Development during the term of
(Continued on Page Fourteen) will consist of a reading of
together" of all members on with one out they got three hits
B.
Lyndon
President
Johnson.
be held at the American Legion Murray State University Aug. 7.
Michael ana Jeanne niurray ox Friday, July 31, at seven p.m. at and a walk to score 2 runs.
"Stabat Mater" by Verdi, Hall on Saturday, August 1, Ceremonies will begin at 3 p.m. A teacher, coach, and principal
Largo, Florida are spending a the club. This will be an old Hudspeth, who came on in relief
"Nanie" by Brahms and starting at 8:30 a.m., sponsored in the university auditorium. A in Western Kentucky for 15 years,
month with their grandparents, Fashioned ice cream supper and for Murray, struck out the last
humerous songs for all ages.
by the Hardin Pentecostal tot 41 of 518 students have applied Doran also made a mark for Mr. and Mrs. Laymon White of
all persons that can are asked to batter for Murray with the bases
serving
legislator,
a
as
The concert is free and open to Church of God.
himself
for
for degrees-including 300
Puryear, Tennessee, while their bring a freezer of ice cream. loaded, setting off a wild
House
Kentucky
the
public.
in
terms
four
the
bachelor's degrees and 218 for
Rev. and Mrs. A. Darrel Horseshoe pitching, races, and celebration.
3f Representatives and as parents.
master's degrees.
McCallon Reunion
Frank started on the mound for
travel to the Baptist ither games will be featured.
Murray,
Speaker of the House during the
The descendants of the W. T. Candidates for graduation
Murray and lasted 4 2,3 innings,
World Alliance in Tokyo, Japan.
1950
session_
summer
striking out 10, walking 1 and
McCallon family will have a from both the regular
pastor or' the
com- He was named -Kentuckian Of Rev. Murray is
A one car accident occurred
giving up 5 runs on 9 hits. Hudreunion at the Murray City Park term, which ends on the
Largo.
in
Church
Baptist
First
Correction
three- the Year- by the'Kentucky Press
last night at 11:23 on U.S. Highspeth struck out 4, walked 2 and
on Sunday, August 2, following mencement date, and the will Association in 1959 and received Mrs. Murray is the former
Aug. 10-28
way 641 North in front of the new
church services. A basket dinner week inter-session
An error occurred in an ac- gave up 2 runs in his relief stint.
the "Distinguished Kentuckian Frances White of Hazel.
shopping center being con- The Good Shepherd United will be served and all interested participate in the exercises.
A total of 5 home runs were hit
itinerary
story in yesterdays
tour
world
cident
Their
Gov.
by
Award"
presented
be
Honorary degrees will
structed, according to the report Methodist Church will have a persons are invited to attend.
by the two teams last night and
driven
car
A
Times.
renowned
many
of
and
'Ledger
visits
includes
1966.
in
Jr.,
Edward
Breathitt,
T.
conferred upon Doran and Dr
filed by the investigating officers Vacation Bible School starting
Henderson got as many hits off
Joe Morgan, president -of -Austin Doran earned the B.S degree cities and points of interest in by Rexford Canon of 1004 Poplar Murray last night as Murray
of the Murray Police Depart- Monday, August 3, and condriven
car
a
with
the
and
at
1932
Thailand,
collided
Kong,
Murray
Hong
in
State
street
Japan,
Clarksville.
College,
Peay
State
through
August
tinuing
Friday,
7.
VFW Meet
pitchers have given up in their
ment.
'Guthrie as the
Teens during the program. Both M.A. in 1948 before doing his India, Jerusalem, Israel, Greece, by Mrs.
Hours of the school for nursery
first three games.
James N. Coursey, Alm° Route
work
the
for
at
the
degree
D.
Ed.
south
proceeding
they
Italy and Germany, where
Guthrie car was
State will be
Murray hitting was lead by
One,driving a 1:980 Chevrolet four through junior age groups will be The Veterans of Foreign Wars alumni of Murray
University of Kentucky.
will attend the Oberammergau on US 641. the Canon car was Sims and Hudspeth with
will meet Thursday, July 30, at presented doctor of laws degrees
two hits
door hardtop, was going north on from nine to 11:30 a.m.
During his tenure at Morehead Passion Play. On August 11 they leaving the A di P parking lot
County.
Graves
of
native
A
All children are invited to at- 7.30 p.m. at 203 North 2nd Street,
each and Thurmond who got on
641. ran off the street. hit a
State,
Doran
schoST
the
has
led
in
leader
the
had
will leave London. England to The original story
tend. For transportation call 436- Murray. All veterans are urged Doran has been a
base four times, scored three
education at both the state and
situation reversed.
to attend.
runs and had 2 RBI's
(C•frinued on Pao* Fourteen) return to the United States
(Centimaol on Page Fourteen) 5540 or 7534119.
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Six Attend Drug
Meet, St. Louis

The Weather

Hot, Muggy 'Sheriff Issues Will Play
Driver Warning ainals
Weather
On Monday
Lingers On

Pfc. Gary D. Lamb
Now Serving With ;'Dead" Man Plans
Bfrthda 'on Sinday
Army In Vietnam
tresplee siti-irser vat

Seen&Hear
Araund
Murray

'I Local Residents Are
Injured In Accident Rev. Charles Parker
Is Goshen Speaker

Summer Choral
Concert To Be
Presented, MSU

Dr. Adron Doran Will Be
Speaker, MSU Exercises

ev., Mrs. Murray
On World Wide Tour

One Car Collision
Occurs Last Night
By Shopping Center

Vacation School To Be Held Next Week
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PUBLISSILD by LEDGER a TIMIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
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Chamber Meet
At State
or

Urgency Is
Pointed Out
In Program

6 Pe
the sis councils Company, Louisville. The CounChainnen
taa"'" Fatt'W
7
forming the working groups of cil will work toward quality
Johnny Cash Presents
Music
Gros. Show
Evert/
JAMBS C WILLLEMS, PUBLISH=
E:r",::
Z:Zal
the Kentucky Chamber of Com- education at a cost fair and
V4:11
;-te.
8
Smothers Brothers
Hawaii
merce were announced Thurs- equitable to all, growth of KenShow
Slimmer
mum,
the
Flivvtg
Ws sassrve the right to reject say Advertising. Lawn to
9 ITAI:
John T. Acree, Jr., the tucky's job-producing industPeople of the United States
New?", Wthr.; Spirts
Ner4.2:thrt ; Sport,
Th
ID
118O4 iLi5 vrtuca, in our opinion. are not for the boa day by
Acres
President.
She.
Griffin
Mliv
The
organization's
ries through vocational trainare increasingly dependent on
111101110 at our readers.
Tonight
is Chairman of the Board and ing and development, better
trees for necessities and pleaOrYtri "C""ine"
SP."
5150w PA.
ry
P ntrv
i
Show
1 1 :I: Tit
t Sh"
IlATIOSIAL SZPREISZSTATIVIEI: W ALLLCZ WITSABR Qa. law Chief Executive Officer of Lin- economic understanding in all
sures of life. Many different asss .410 The Avengers
MY,
Z.
30 Tlv Avenue,'
madman Ave.. Memplasa, Tenn; Time a Life Skis. Hew Part
coln Income Life Insurance segments of society, recognitpects of the environment are
ii.apiminson Bldg- Denali, Mich.
THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Company.
ion of educational achievement,
involved — material end econoThe chairmen and the re- and greater participation in
Country Jumug
mic needs as well as outdoor reEntered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
5 11
councils they heed are governmental and public afquality
spective
..
,
Si
creation, ecological
transmission as Second Class MatterW:110 Fargo
:how '
iiaser
ri
Sir
6
as follows: Glenn W. Denham, fairs for business men and wowildlife and soil conservation
64410 USW
10 Today; Scene Tally ~rune VatCh
7
the
of
Chairman
Seto Sher
SUSSCIPTION RATIOS. By Carrier In Murray, per week Wig. per Middlesboro,
MOrnins Watch
men.
I odlre
and the purity of air and watRelations Each council will have withSon Show
Morita anus. in Canoway and adjoining counties, per year, SAAO; Labor-Management
.00 Today, Scene Today :metal', Kanearoo
er.
The MP* Doi-toles Show bop snow
o
Today
partner
Zones 1 at4, enilien nuewnsre WU:1u. AU service audicripciara map Council. Denham is a
in its ranks project committees
Housing is one of the most
It Takes Two; News The knee Douglas Sewnv McHaW a Navy
.00
f
The Mike Douglas ShowHe Said—She Said
10 Concentration
7
In the Middlesboro firm o to deal with specific subjects
products of trees.
important
'The Oveassadseg t.lvie Ames at• Omenewely le las
gewileheld
.00 Sat. ot the CenturyAndv Of MarbettrY
Denham, Ralston & Nagle. Pur- and activities.
That Girl
1 C) .30 Hollywood Seuereslove of Life
Lumber forms the structural
1ai5$fit7 et Is• Newageose
The Beet of Everything
Where the Heart Is
pose of the Labor-Management The council and project com:11.) Jeopardy
frameworks of most US homes
1 I 730
Search for Tomorrow A World Apart
Who, What; News
Relations Council is to main- mittee format resulted in June
and apartments, including those
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labor-manTHURSDAY
AFTERNOON
WEDNESDAY—JULY 72, 1970
tarn through sound
from a restructuring of the
with brick veneer walls.
:CO The Noon Show
News, Singing Cony.
agement relations, a climate Kentucky Chamber's original
Lees Make
The
Technological advances and
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"
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'30O
Mew
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:30 The Doctors
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the range of wood usage
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City
World—Bay
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Storm
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Hospital
Secret
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Prince- greater activity in programs of
John L
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30 Br,seht Promise
Edge of Night
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Dark Shadows
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ton, Chairman of the Economic the statewide business organA-frame systems, where struct30 Lost in Seace
The Severly
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Development
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A
ural lumber is exposed for de:SO Last in Space
The Lucy Show
Movie.
Farmers
McCoy
The
:30
Seal
From
T
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"Seven Days
is President of the
coration, are increasingly popC
le) Emery She4s; Wthr. Sundown"
News ABC
The Calloway County Four-H Club Council held its annual
Bank and Trust Company,
7
:30 Huntley-Brink1ey
Dick van Drke Show
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ular. Pressure treatment of
Evening News
family picnic at the City Park.
Princeton. The Economic Da
with chemical preserlumber
PROGRAMS
EVENING
THURSDAY
Methodists in 27 churches in the Pans District are making plans
velopment Council's purpose Is
vatives and subsequent immun0 News; Wthr, Sports News: Wthr.; Sports News; Witir.; Sports
Rev Paul Lyles is
for simultaneous evangelisbc meetings
6 :34 Daniel Soong
Family Affair
Animal World
to expand the economy of Kenity to insect attack and the ele1
.
as OMANI lelonti
Thee Girt
HOW Days
district superintendent.
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ments have greatly enlarged
If
le ironies
Happy DIPY1
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revival
opportunities,
evangelist
the
be
will
Rev. Norman Culpepper
employment
This Is Tom Jones
Movie:
:0 Dragnet.
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the frequency of outdoor apo
Jones
Thu
Tom
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Law
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"The
1970
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the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
fit potential, and
plications such as open patio
The Survivors
ges :is lk_Allertin Presents Jake Wade"
Starting Sunday at the Murray Drive In Theatre is -The Big
good economic base in order
The Survivors
le :0 Tile Cieeddregers
Moyle
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W
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to better provide the services
she.Nte,OWS;
Fisherman," the story of Simon Peter of Galilee
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,
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Nowsi
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.
wes: Wry
Plywood, like lumber, is a
10
needed by citizens of the state.
derivative extensively uti- SALAZAR DIES — The dictree
ShostMovhs:
Show
Griffin
The
:0
Tonight
Mery
g
The
By VERNON SCOTT
H. Lee Browning, Louisville,
:30 Thte Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "The Awful Truth"
1
lized in all forms of housing. tatorial premier of PortuMovie
Chairman of the Taxation and UPI Hollywood Correspondent
The Avengers
While house construction is gal for 36 years until he
Mori*
12 :011
:311 The Avengers
Governmental Affairs Council. HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Dencurrently at low ebb because of was felled by a stroke in
and
nis Weaver's odyssey through
Browning is Vice President
tight money and high interest September. 1968, Antonio
Station Manager, WAVE-TV, television is curiously his own
rates, a huge pent-up demand de Oliveira Salazar died at
LEDGE.1. Ai TIMES ELLS
Louisville. This Council will with hits and failures and,
accumulating which should his home in Lisbon at 81
is
seek to maintain a fair and just hopefully, a happy ending
ultimately propel home buildto
familiar
He
became
system of producing revenue
ing and lumber and plywood
John Adams, driver of a Falls City Wholesale Liquor Company
to pay for government and soc- viewers as Chester, the limprequirements to all-time highs
permitting
truck, was robbed last night at eight o'clock of about $2,500 in cash
ial services while
appendage to
ing, addled
when the financial bottleneck
and
and checks by two men on the Lynn Grove highway.
continued economic growth
Marshal Matt Dillon on "Gunsbreaks.
aiudcrrtbation of
- Ledger & Times earns( bays, Behtty Stutz,
3u&Tithe yeini, begin- Dr.
Sparks; iiience at Muiray Stale, Who is
Trees 'ire' IBM's*/ of other
Ronald Talent, Frank Miller, Mitt Miller, Jerry MacVaughn and
ernment. The Council will re- ning in 1955. He gave some br iiiident of - Murray, State in
becoming ever no
products
summer
duty
training
with
the
present the business and prn- the best performances on the Llniversity, and Wilson Gantt,
Donnie McCord, are pictured on a swimming outing at Kentucky
deeply ingrained in daily AmerTUES.
adets.
TODAY
fessional viewpoint before pub- tube.
Lake State Park.
ican existence. The growing list
lean of admissions, were among
four
of
journey
epic
The
bodies.
lic
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Divelbliss have returned from a vacation in
Everyone loved the simple- 36 faculty members and adincludes a variety of clothing
Paul D. McCandless, Louis- minded Chester with whom
to
Daytona Beach, Fla.
is
visit
annual
and
the
of
Purpose
raincoats
dresses,
and
shirts,
colleges
of
Arnencans
—
generabons
ministrators from 91
ville, Chairman of the Total Weaver infused magnificent
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "The Wonderful Urge" with
universities to visit ROTC cadet 'amiliarize members of the bathing suits — writing and
carved out a cotntry
who
Community Development Coun;
Tyrone Power and Gene Tierney.
the
with
institutions
wrapping paper, grocery bags,
character and sweetness.
training exercises at Indiantown ROTC's host
cil. McCandless is Vice Presipicture
mental
ith their bare hends
milk cartons, motion
'Then of his own accord Gap (Pa.1 Military Reservation iemanding physical and
dent and General Manager for
;tandards required for successful film, paper napkins and towels,
Weaver left the show to become July 14-15.
South Central Bell Telephone
own right. At the Eighty-nine cadets from completion of the rugged six tissues, newsprint, rayon f o r
Company in Kentucky. The a star in his
Urea and many more.
to be a major Murray State were among a total week training cycle.
it
time
appeared
draw
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purpose
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As the U.S. population conin
involved
backward.
step
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ROTC
5,200
communof
Kentucky
forth from
tinues to grow, so will the need
Inas
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*Gunsmoke!'
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"I
event
two-day
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ities their full potential,
for housing and other forest
stitutional Representatives Day. Common wording urged
ing to prepare them for indus- would only last another
products. It's vitally important
He bath said in his heart, I shall not be moved; for I shall never
during
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hosted
opera
said
the
Dennis
horse
Educators were
try; assisting in building a firthat the demand be satisfied
be In adversity.-Psalm 10:6.
which is now embarking on its the visit by Brig. Gen. James V.
The
agribusiness.
for
base
mer
without decimating the source
Many people have thought that, and later have found themCouncil through total commun- leith year. "I wanted to play Galloway. commanding general
of supply and without sacrifice
selves greatly mistaken.
HELSINKI (UPI) - The 'of environmental benefits.
ity development will foster an other parts and seek different of the ROTC Advanced Camp.
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83-80-162
ness of what this country is
Jke Whit.
75-79-154
..
Mark Roof
84-79-163
Earl Converse
pitchers to the mound in its
Dwain Lowry Jr.
77-79-1541
about. In my travels I've
76-8/-163
Jim Lassiter ..
9941-157
Kirk Jones
8143-164
Sal Materamso
setback and New York
Latest
observed a surge of opinion
-lee
116413
Garrett
TOMMY
86-79-165
Ernest Arnold ..
100-85-185
Pat Ryan
7989-165
responded with 12 hits. Catcher
BILL Mitchell
that golf is a game of class,
Tom Egan made it a little
quality and accomplishment. It
easier for the Yanks by
teaches humility and a sense of:
Milwaukee 5 Washington 1
committing five passed balls tc
personal inadequacy that can
League
Kansas City 7 Detroit 6
American
an
set
be overcome," Agnew said.
Minnesota 5 Cleveland 2
record. He also dropped a
The vice president quipped,
Baltimore 4 Chicago 2
throw at the plate to let the
"This is more like the Harold
Today's Probable Pitchers
win
deciding run score in the sixth.
don't
Stassen Award. You
(All Times EDT)
Detroit has also lost four of
very often but you're always
Boston (Culp 10-9) at Oakland five while falling further behind
ready to tee off."
(Segui 6-6), 10:30 p.m.
FRANKFORT,KY. UPI- Black He also quipped, "Democrats
Baltimore. The Tigers and Fred
New York (Kline 1-21 at Scherman were on the verge of
bass continue to be the top fish in make better golfers. In eight
California (Wright 14-71, 11 a 6-5 victory when Bob Oliver
many Kentucky lakes with fair years of easy swinging, they
p.m.
catches by casting surface lures put Ok whole coufitry in the
hit a wrong field homer with
Washington Bosnian 9-8) at two out in the ninth. Ted
and especially artificial nightMilwaukee (Krausse 10-101 9 Abernathy, who gave up a twocrawlers, state Department of. The
vice president was
Major League Standings
p.m.
Fish and Wildlife Resources introduced by television celebrirun homer to Norm Cash in the
By United Press International
Kansas City (Rooker 7-9) at eighth, got the victory.
reported today.
:y Johnny Carson.
League
National
p.m.
Detroit (Cain 9-3), 9
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Other recipients of special
Al Downing pitched a noEast
Minnesota (Zepp 5-1) at hitter as Milwaukee dovrnea
Kentucky Lake- Black bass good lwards from the All America
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
Cleveland (Hand 3-9), 7:30 p.m. Washington. Phil Roof and Ted
in Blood River area by casting Collegiate Golf Foundation were
56 45 .554 .
Chicago ._(Miller 4-6) at Kubiak hit run-scoring singles
over stumpbeds; blue-gill ex- Argentine golfer Roberto de Pittsburgh
54
I
45
.545
New York
Baltimore (Hardin 3-1); 8 p.m. in the seventh to snap a 1-1 tie.
cellent in same area: croppie Vicenzo, Harvey Penick, veter.
50 49 .505 5
Chicago
Thursday's Games
fair.
an golf coach at the University Philadelphia
Both runs were unearned
46 52 .469 8/
2 Minn at Cleve, twilight
1
,Bkiltley-Good catches of big of Texas, George
Spater
because Frank Howard let Ted
43 57 .430 121
2 Boston at Oakland, night
/
Montreal
lack bass around channel president and chairman of
Savage reach first on an error
43 57 .430 121
2 Wash at Milw, night
/
Louis
St.
dropoffs on artificial night- American Airlines, and televito start the inning.
West
•
.7 24111.,..
,
www2
Detroit,. DiWbt
taus Cityearneeliewr-lheit-Martin.
flaidemid-A4racerad their
GB
Pet,
(Only games scheduled)
croppie in brushy areas; bluegill On the dais for the occasion
seventh straight victory by
70 32 .686
Cincinnati
fair in all sections.
were astronauts James McDedowning Boston. Two-run ho57 42 .576 111
2
/
Barren Reservoir-Black bass vitt and James Lovell along Los Angeles
mers by Sal Bando and Dorm
52 480 21 NEWCOMBE TOP SEEDED
48
Atlanta
good around dropoffs at night on v,ith veteran Sour players
Mincher and a solo blast by
,
.
4
-wage
isions
22
469
San Francisco 46 52
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)artificial worms; fair bluegill on Arnold Paltrier, Gary Player,
Reggie Jackson gave the A's
54
46
23
.460
Houston
s.
worms and crickets.
and Sanders,
their triumph.
40 62 .39230
San Diego
Rough River-Blue gill good at 6 Eight first-team members of
•
•••••••
:,ar•
Wimbledon champion Johr GROTH LEAVES CAMP
Results
Tuesday's
4'
to 10 feet; scattered catches of the 1970 Collegiate Ali America
-•••• wi
•
neriss.
Newcombe was the top-seeder NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
Houston 10 Chicago 4
black bass off muddy banks.
team also attended and re- Montreal 5 San Diego 4
player in today's opening of the York Jets announced Tuesday
new
18-bole
Landings's
Paris
grass
on
sprigs
of
planting
began
-Workmen
ck
BEGINS
bass ceived jackets and plaques. The
Nolin Reservoir-Bla
SPRIGGING
annual.Louisville Tennis that Walt Groth, the club's
first
Fran
2
12
San
New
York
for
fair to good, some limits, off first team members are Wayne
golf course Sunday with completion of the project scheduled for next week. A $112,000 contract
Classic. Other players enterer 13th-round draft choice from
2
Phila
6
Angeles
Los
points on deep runners and ar- McDonald of Indiana; Tom
construction of a club house was awarded July 1.5, with work set to begin soon. This picture shows
include Rod Laver, Dennii Baylor, has left camp. Groth, a
Atlanta 4
tificial nightcrawlers; bluegill Valentine of Georgia; Bob St. Louis 6
the first fairway, with a dogleg to the right and the tee beyond the trees.
Ralston, Bob Lutz and Ker 6-5, 240-pound defensive tackle,
Pitts 4 Cincinnati 3
fair.
Los
Clark of California State,
oboto by John Austin
Ftosewall, the beaten Wimble- returned home to Freeport,
Pitchers
Probable
Today's
in
Cumberland-Fair bluegill all Angeles; Howard Twitty, Arizoreicas.
don finalist.
(All
Times
EDT(
the
sections; croppie fair, with best na State; Bruce Ashworth,
The pace cd work on Paris began late last year when
Houston (Dierker 9-8) at
League
Major
of
Co,
Construction
below
trout
at
fair
night,
catches
Wake
Wadkins,
Lanny
Lyle
Houston,
golf
18-hole
Park's
Landing State
Chicago (Holtzman 104); 2:30
some limits on worms 4,XLEareSL. John Mahaffey. Houscourse, delayed earlier this year Clarksville was awarded a
- - • -dam.
•
p.m.
Leaders
bidder
low
as
contract
cheese.
8291,000
ton; Mark Hayes, Oklahoma San Diego (Kirby 5-11) at
by persistent rains, has speeded
By Untied Press international
Dale Hollow-Bluegill fat by State.
up, according to Frank Brahan, for the project. It is located
League
National
13-6), 8:05
Eagle
and
drift fishing off steep banks; Four recipients of Tony Lerna Montreal (Morton
golfing professional for the between Highway 79
G. AB R. H. Pet.
P.m.
at
at
feet.
20
fair
night
croppie
were
scholarships
Memorial
course and supervisor of Its Creek on land acquired by the Carty, Atl
89 321 67 115 .358
Los Angeles (Singer 7-3) at
Herrington-Bluegi best bet off ilso announced: The winners
state at a coat of $800,000.
construction.
Pit 82 312 47 111 .356
by sere Michael DiMaggio, New Philadelphia (Jackson 2,8), 7:30
fair
black
bass
deep
Half of the course's holes will Chnnte,
banks;
100 370 77 125 .338
p.m.
The couse is expected to be offer a panoramic view of the Perez, CM
casting and still fishing soft Rochelle, N.Y.; James Santo,
St. Louis (Torrez 7-0) at
opened to the public next spring. lake. It has been described by Hicicmn, Chi 90 309 65 103 .333 crawfish.
Bethelehem, Pa.: Gary Singer, Atlanta (Reed 2-4), 8:05 p.m.
4 Miles Southwest of Lynnville, Ky.
95 380 59 129 .332
Sprigging of the fairways with officials as "eventually one of the Gaston, SD
Green River-Croppie good at ;Lakland, Calif; and James
.326
104
was
61
319
grass
94
LA
Bermuda
Pittsburgh (Ellis 10-7) at
Grbkvrtz,
of
strain
on
a
Hwy. 1382 (Rhodes Chapel Road)
beautiful golf courses in the
at
most
20
feet;
scattered
night
Ga.
Atlanta,
Thomas,
Cepeda, Atl. 96 367 58 118 .322
Cincinnati (.Nolan 13-4), 8:05
begun Sunday and should be states"
bluegill.
the late Charlie Hams Farm
at
.321
96
49
the
299
if
r88
week
p.m.
Dietz, SF
completed by next
Dewey-Bluegill fair off deep
99 396 73 126 .318
1-3),
Pitlock
San
Francisco
Rose, CM
weather remains favorable. All Lombardi Reported
banks; crappie fair around
95 362 68 115 .318
at New York (Koosman 5-5),
Tolan, Cth
v 94 Acre Farm, mostly bottom land.
heavy grading has been done and
WIND UP TRAINING
treetops.
League
Comfortably
American
underground
Resting
installation of the
vW HANOVER, N.H. (UP!1-Two 8:05 p.m.
Reservoir-Blue
Buckhorn
'G. AB R. H. Pct.
Thursday's Games
dozen candidates for the U.S.
v .39 Air Cured Tobacco Base.
automatic sprinkler system hu WASHINGTON (UPI)
fair over old roadbeds.
Los Ang at Montrea, night
team
fieldand
track
Olympic
Washington Redskins Coach R.Rbnsn, Hal 85 318 59 103 .324
been completed.
fair
l
on
worms
Grayson-Bluegil
.323
53 130
at Chicago
v .47 Dark Fired Tobacco use.
A $112,000 contract for con- Vince Lombardi was reported Johnsn, Cal 101 403
and crickets; scattered catches wind up four weeks of training Houston
92 378 65 122 .323
Saturday at Dartmouth College it. Louis at Atlanta, night
struction of. pro shop and snack "resting comfortably" today Oliva, Min
of
black
bass.
.323
112
78
night
347
98
to
Cinci,
at
Bos
Pitts
Ystrzki,
awarded
an
v 18 Acre Corn Base.
following an operation for
bar-lounge has been
bluegill off in a four event meet.
Only games scheduled)
94 387 72 124 .320 Fishtrap-Some
the Tenn-O-Tex Construction Co. unspecified ailment. Redskins Harpr, Mil
scattered catches Athletes ,with an teye on the
shallow
banks;
A.S.C. Shows 75 Acres Tillable Land.
02
11122
96 381 65
1572 games at Munich, Germaof Jackson, with work scheduled officials would say nothing else. Aprcio, Chi
of black bass.
Standings
99 352 58 112 .318
the American League
in
will
compete
s
Officials refused to comment Powll, Bal
n•
East
94 369 69 116 .314
This farm is a good farm for row -cropping. Good
to begin in the immediate on whether Lombardi will Smith, Bos
hammer, shot put, discus a
W. L. Pet. GB
98 377 48 118 .313
future. Plans call for the return to coaching this season Cater, NY
•
iavelin events.
is ready for market. This farm will be sold
timber
...
63 38 .624
Baltimore
building to be located just off the or on the• nature of Monday's Kllbrw, Min 94 326 63 101 .310 70; Horton, [let and Oliver. K
7
.556
44
55
tee.
first
Detroit
the
Home Runs
ss.
for 20% purchase price on day of sale with balance
putting green near
si AY GET FRANCHISE
operation, his second surgery
53 46 .535 9
York
Pitching
National League: Bench, CM
Brahan expressed hope that within a month.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI)- New
in cash with the deed.
2
/
111
.510
48
50
asphalt trails for golf carts would
operation 34; Perez, Cin 30; Willitins, Chi
Southern city may get the Boston
2
/
the Lombardi's first
53 470 151
47
of
some
sale will be at the farm.
This
leveland
on
constructed
Aaron,
H.
29;
St.l,
Allen,
and
his
be
f: anchise of the Buffalo Ameriwas for removal of part of
45 54 .455 17National League: Seaver, NY
steeper parts of the 8,500 yard colon after doctors discovered a Atl 26.
which Washington
entry
;in
League
Hockey
West
Mel6be74
r.. 5Kiy.i5Rt. 1
American League: Killebrew, 15-5; Merritt, Cin 15-9; Simp- •till be forced to vacate due to
course. Carts will be available at tumor they said appeared to be
W. U. Pet. GB
Minn 31; Howard, Wash 28; son, Cin 14-2; Perry, SF 14-10; ina)or league status given to
the pro shop, with rental fees nonmalignant.
Mont
62 33 .653 ...
contributing to the state's There was growing specula- Yastrzemski, Bos 27; Powell, Nolan, CM 13-4; Morton,
city by the National Hockey Minnesota
13-5.
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Gibson,
13-6;
per
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California
of
22.
Mil
revenue
Harper,
26;
Balt
esiated
.•;igue.
tion Lombardi might be com55 44 .556 9
which
3akland
course,
In
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yeIr from the
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\HI. Secretary Gordon Anziapelled for health reasons to
2
/
37 63 .370 271
Kansas City
National League: Bench, Cin
(Real Estate Brokers & Auctioneers in Ky. & Tenn.)
met
be operated on a greens fee basis. abandon coaching at least for
owners
said
club
American- League: McDowell
2
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37 63 .370 271
cost of
Milwaukee
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Chi
Williams,
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CM
Perez,
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his
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consider
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In
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Minn
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Clev
Perry.
340
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Buffalo Chicago
, Phone 674-5173 or 674-5483
Cowes, Ky.
14-6; Palmer, Belt illajor questions -the
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course will be about $75,000 per serving as "interim coach" at American League: Powell, Cuellar, thilt
schedule
1970-71
the
inchise,
Hunter
144;
Cal
and
Wright,
4
Boston
6
84;
Minn
Oakland
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Howard, Wash 77: Oliva, Minn Oak
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Work At Paris Landing Golf Course
Speeds Up; Pro Shop Contract Let
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To Be Married In December

&

Mrs. Billy Crouse
Honored At Shower
t The Wade Home

Hill-Jones Engagement

WEDNESDAY—JULY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

—

TIMES

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . Phone
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Futrell, Mrs. Robert Parrish of Dexter
Jr., of the Air Force Base at Route One has been dismissed
Miss Judith Ann Hargis has Wichita, Kansas, are the guests from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
completed plans for her wedding of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to Kenneth Neale Wilson.
Brigham Futrell. Also visiting in
The ceremony will be read on the Futrell home are Mrs. Fred
Saturday, August I, at four Goodman of Buffalo, N.Y., and
o'clock in the afternoon at the Mrs. Jean Leyte and daughter,
Puryear Church of Christ with Karen, of Houston, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Imes of
Bro. Henry Hargis and Bro. - --.
201 South Third Street, Murray,
William Hardison officiating.
Mrs. Ed Hetzel of Walton, Ky.,
Miss Hargis has chosen her has been • ling Mr. and Mrs. are the parents of a baby boy,
John Bea le , w e i h in g seven
Mia.ling,...itiggya,g,Umsoissawimaaaahaa_aai:mw
matron of honor.
The
bridesmaids will be Miss Rita
Hurd and Miss Mary Robbins.
Dale Viniard will serve as
tx!strnan. Groomsmen will be
Ron Weems and Louis Sims.
The vocalists for the ceremony
will be Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Sykes.
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See it happen!
liORMONEX BEAUTY SERUM
is so effective. 7 drops a day on face
and neck can actually reduce fine lines
and wrinkles. When smoothed on skin,
supplies maximum daily allotnient of
female hormones - - hormones necessary to youthfulness of all female
organs, including skin.
Look for visible improvement in 1 to 2
wvekis Acts so quirk because it sitorrn ulated with penetrating Sesame Oil by the
57-year-old Nlitchum
laboratories to he almost 5 times as powerful as standard hor-

1925 Hardin High School Class
Holds Third Reunion In Murray

Smith, Mri. Vivian 'White Wal
The
kins, Cecil Lovett, Mrs. Regina
of
class
Hardin
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Trimble Lovett, Mrs. Edna HarHigh School' met for the third
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to reduce dry-skin srinkles and for sie Haymes Smith and Mrs
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Sunday, July 26, at 7:37 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Snell, Jr., They have one daughter, Molly,
and children, John, Chuck, and age
The father is a funeral
Jennifer, left Saturday for their director at the J. H. Churchill
Mich.,
Hills,
Bloomfield
in
home
Funeral Home.
after spending two weeks in the
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
home of her parents, Mr. and John Richard Imes and Mr. and
Mrs. R.R. Parker, Murray Route Mrs. Joe Rob Beale, all of Almo.
Three.
Great grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Churchill and Mr.
daughters.
and
Ray
Mrs. Lexie
Mrs. Dewey Lampkins, Sr.,
and
Karyn and Latetia, have
Murray.
of
all
returned to their home in
Kingston, Tenn., after spending
o
one
tMn.
"r,
herryn
Ka
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Barrett of
week in camp at Freed -Bar- Murray Route Four announce the
deman. Mr. Ray was in meetings birth of a baby boy, Dal Lyn,
at Clinton. Ky., and Martin, weighing six pounds one ounce,
Tenn.
born on Sunday, July 26, at 111581
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Rev. and Mrs. Ed Glover have County Hospital.
as their guests. Mr. and Mrs.
They have another son, Kevin
William R. Henry and children, age eleven. The father is coLynne and Kyle, of Satellite owner of Barrett's Servict
Besch, Fla. They will also visit Center.
Mrs. Henry's sister and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade and
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Curd of
son. Tony, of Murray. Lynne and
M., and Mrs. Naomi
Kyle will celebrate their bir- Springfield.
Barrett of Murray Route Four
3C
July
and
26
July
on
thdays
Mrs.
-grandparents.
respectively with a family dinner are the
Molly Curd of the Meadowview
on Sunday
Nursing Home near Mayfield is a
great grandmother
Mr and Mrs Dan Glover who

THE
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Another delightful courtesy has
been extended to Miss Karen
Slimick of Louisville, August 1st
bride-elect of Larry Smith.
The women of the South
Louisville Church of Christ
honored the bride-elect with a
shower
miscellaneous
on
Tuesday, July 21, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the home
of Mrs. Edward Woosley.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Woosley, Mrs. Thomas Rowe,
and Mrs. Al Karthrnan.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a pale yellow knit
A-line dress and was presented
with a corsage of white carnations arranged with pale green
ribbons. Mrs. Ralph Slimick,
mother of the honoree, wore a
silk blue and white floral print
dress with flared sleeves and
skirt.
Miss Janet Slimick, sister of
the honoree, wore a navy blue
linen A-line dress.
The gift table was overlaid with
a beautiful white linen cloth. The
serving table was covered with a
floral print trimmed white linen
cloth and at each end of the table
were two candles with an
arrangement ot white carnations
surrounding each candle. The
three-layer white square cake
was trimmed with green mint
icing and was served with lime
punch, lime candy mints, and
nuts.
Seventy-six persons were in
attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. N. Perry Cavitt announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their youngest daughter, Vicki Aileen,
to Allen Keith Burton, sop of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Biir' ton of
ueveland, Ohio.
The bride-Rlect is a graduate of Murray University School and
has-completed one year at.Murray State University. Mr. Burton
graduated from Murray University School in 1966, and has
completed his tour of duty in Vietnam. He is presently employed
in Miami, Florida.
Miss Cavitt is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby
of Sedalia, and Mrs. Virgil Nanny of Murray. Mr. Burton is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Vickery of Paris, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Garland of Murray.
The wedding will take place on August 28 at the home of the
bride

AIM&

Judith Ann Hargis
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

(Just 7 drops s day' Alrodst 5 Wool
as ordessery hormone C1011/11

non•

753-1917 or 753-4947

August Wedding Planned

Mrs. Crouse was lovely attired
in a baby blue and white,
At her
sleeveless pant suit.
shoulder was pinned small,
yellow frilly baby socks and
ribbon to form the shape of a
large flower, a gift of the
hostesses.
After the guests were seated,
they were each handed a
scrambled word game to play.
Each word in the game concerned something about babies.
Each guest was given a time
limit to unscramble the words.
The winner of the prize was Mrs.
Eugene Diamont, who in-turn
presented the gift to Mrs. Crouse.
The winner of the door prize was
Mrs. Ed Carroll, who also
presented her gift to the honoree.
Subsequent to Mrs. Crouse
opening her many lovely gifts,
the guests were invited to the
refreshment table which was
'erlaid with a beige linen
Miss Vicki Lynn Phillips
Miss Brenda Kaye Hill
tablecloth. The center of interest
7-Iift
as a large brown molded vase
Mr. and Mrs. William (Ben) Hill of Murray announce the
filled with yellow and black sun
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Phillips of Hazel Route One announce
engagement of their twin daughter, Brenda Kaye, to Ralph Edthe engagement of their daughter, Vicki Lynn, to James Gary
ward Jones, only son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones of Murray. flowers. Wooden trays of openfaced party sandwiches conParrent, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles U. Parrent of Princeton
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High
Route One.
sisting of ham and cheese spread
School and recently received her license of cosmetology from
and a wooden tray of small party
Kut 'n ;Curl Beauty
She
at
Beauty
now
is
School.
Ezell
employed
Miss Phillips is a senior at Calloway County High School.
rye sandwiches filled with ham
Mr. Parrent is a 1967 graduate of Caldwell-County High Schoo;
and. clieese. bits were. served.
1967
is
a
Sehed
a.
Sh
padJones
graduate-ofand has attended Murray State University for the past two years.
Several diaerent types oftkhilx
attending Murray State University where he is a junior majoring
He is now employed at Jim Adams IGA Store.
along with cookies and cokes
in History and English.
A December wedding is-planned
were also served.
A Deeember wedding is being planned.
The hostesses gifts to Mrs.
—8flth., is Vie guest of her sister- have been residing in Miami,
were a high chair, matCrouse
Recently
dismissed from
in-law, Mrs. Nanme McCoy, and Fla., are the guests of his father,
sheet and booties.
crib
diing,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, was
PERSONALS
her nephew, Allen McCoy, Mrs. Rev. Ed Glover and Mrs. Glover,
Approximately 25 persons were
Mrs.
Terry
of
Shoemaker
Hazel
Miss Elizabeth Whitmer at- McCoy, and son, Jerry, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Route Two.
present or sent gifts.
•
tended the performance of the Sycamore Street.
James H. Washer, Jr. They will
Stallions
Lippizan
Royal
be residing in Noble, Ill., this fall
Mrs. Jennie Walsh of East St. where Mr. Glover will be
Equestrian Ballet at the Midher
of
South Coliseum in Memphis. Louis, M., is the guest
teaching industrial arts in the
-sisters, Mrs. 011ie Workman and high school there.
Tenn., on Sunday.
III
Mrs. Jessie Crouse, and her
Clancy Vance of Murray Route
Mrs Mayme Hargis of Detroit, brother, A. J. Marshall.
Three has been dismissed from III
Mr.and Mrs. Glynn Walton and the Western Baptist Hospital,
children, Carol, Sheila, Jimmy, Paducah.
lii
Timmy, Alva Lee, and Heidi
III
Beth, are the houseguests of Mr. Mrs. Otley Robinson of Murray
and Mrs. James Smith, 512 South has been a patient at the Lourdes HI STORE
,DISIOHT
Hospital, Paducah.
III HOURS
Ilth Street.

1970.

Shower Is Given
For Karen Slimick
At Woosley Home

Woman's World

The spacious back yard at the
home of Mrs. Larry Wade, 909
Pogue Avenue, was the scene of a
delightfully planned stork shower
held in honor of Mrs. Billy Dan
use on Thursday, July, 16, at
seven o'clock in the evening.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mesdarnes Larry Wade,
Jack Haskins, Kelly G. Woods,
John Turner, Buddy Petty,and L.
W. Patterson
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Wo Cash Refund For Your Favorite Church Or Chanty.

Mrs. 7
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Beer &
Chicken

OPEN 24 his. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK

USDA CHOICE

SWISS
STEAK

FRYERS
lb

.e in

SPLIT

Broilers

Lb 94
Lb 590
5/$1110

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

USDA INSPECTED
WHOLE

er of
blue

I

TIM

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

has
aren
tt 1st

. with
The
rith a
linen
table
an
Mons
The
cake
mint
lime
and

&

25;

lb.

87

9 To 11 CHOPS
14
/

FINE FOR
BAR-B-Q •

Pork Loin

BUTTERNUT
ENGLISH CUT

USDA CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST 79;
39;
BOLOGNA
49;
LB

LB

II

20-02. LOAF
'II

120Z• PKG•

HUNTS

460z.
Cans

Tomatoe Juice 3

Is

HYDE PARK
PURE VEGETABLE
ALLENS CUT

GREEN BEANS_6$1
--SINOKEY BEAR.--CHARCOAL

FRISKIES
KOUNTY KIST
III

Peas

15 Oz
Cans

III

BUSH

Shelly Beans
DOG FOOD
TOMATO SAUCEA 0'
MORTON
PIES_AFoRS1°°
FRESH
ABBAGE
Lill 0'
Turni Greens
BANANAS
2LBs 25c
25 1.13• BAG

249.

GOLDEN RIPE

HUNTS

Tomatoes
III

III

A 15 Oz
Cans

OFFER EXPIRES 8/4/70
64 OZ. BOTTLE
KING SIZE

DOWNY
Fabric Softnor

III

UI

With Coupon
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER PURCHASE
•
AT
STOREY'S
GOOD ONLY

6 15 nosz 89c
Ca

WES PAC

OFFER EXPIRES 8/4/70
KING SIZE

OFFER EXPIRES 8/4/70
LIPTON

INSTANT TEA
5 LB. BOX

With Coupon

99a

LIMIT ONE Pk PURCHASE
GOOD NU AT STOREY'S

OZ. JAR

89;

With Coupon
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER PURCHASE
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

FRENCH
• FRIES
2
LB

BAG

29'
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Exercise Is New Insurance Search For
Law Will Cover Outstanding
Good For
All Reservists Farmer On
Most People

Social Security
News

By Charles M. Whitaker
Over three and a half millIf you pay a maid, cook, or
men on active duty now
on
LOUISVILLE, KY.: A search
other household worker as
$15,000 of life insurance is on for the Outstanding Young
have
much as fifty dollars cash wagExercise cale jerk up most
as the result of a new law Farmer in Kentucky.
es in a calendar quarter, you
people. ft 'esiii_ettee teljr dune
by the President the
signed
dilung
chronic
for
The search is presently being
earnings
must report these
patients with
in June.
week
last
conducted on the county level,
social security purposes. Many
sease.
ion,
Administrat
The Veterans
where county Farm Bureaus and
employers and workers alike
One of the digressing sympwhich supervises the program, Jaycee chapters are seeking and
still have the idea that these
toms of chronic obstructive
covers
also
law
new
the
said
wages are not covered or that
considering applications from
lung disease is labored breathabout one million reservists young farmers aged 21 through
coverage is voluntary. This ts
ing. Any activity accelerates
National
the
of
and members
not so. The Lew does not prothe struggle to breathe. Walk35.
Guard end the Reserve Officvide for a choice in this mating at an even pace can reApplicants selected as top
(ROTC).
Corral
Training
ers
aTo
one
exertion.
any
ter. If the wages from
quire enormous
a- young farmers in their respective
the
increases
law
new
The
tends
employer are $50.00 per calvoid exertion, the person
become nominees
mount of life insurance from nounties will
endar quarter or more, they
to do less and less. But the re
competition, and the
state
the
for
fighigher
new
the
to
are covered under social secursultant inactivity creates a vic $10,000
for the
Servicemen on active du- s- tate winner will compete
ity. If wages are less than that
ious cycle. The less the persor ure.
$3 instead of ultimate honor of being named
pay
now
will
ty
requir
is
effort
amount, they are not reported.
does, the more
Outstanding
$2 monthly for the increased one of America's
It is the employer's responsibed to do anything at all.
Farmers.
reserYoung
for
Premiums
paid
coverage.
pat
wages
reporting
ility for
A recent program for
The top three young farmers in
ROTC members and Natto domestic workers. These
tents with severely laboret. vists,
state contest will be
the
Per
be
$1.130
will
Guard
build
workers, like any others,
breathing featured a rathei ional
recognized at the Kentucky Farm
up social security coverage to
drastic activity: riding a stat year.
The law also extends from Bureau convention in November,
help protect them and their
ionary bicycle every day for
days to one year the insur- and the state winner will be
120
exdependents from loss of income
patients,
18 weeks. All the
of full-time servicemen announced at the Outstanding
ance
least
due to retirement, disability,
it
sm .kers, had smoked
banquet
Farmer
disabled at the Young
death, and beaith costs in old
a pack a day for 20 years — who are totally
separation, if November 21 in Louisville. The
age. Failure to report covered
a factor which contributed to time of military
remains un- winner will receive an allearnings not only deprives the
or actually caused their condit- their condition
Reservists, members expense paid trip to the National
%worker and his family of this
changed.
ion.
and National Awards Program March 7-10,
protection, but also violates the
Each patient kept a daily di- of the ROTC
for 90 days 1971, in Madison, -Wisconsin,
Law.
to record time pedaled, Guard are insured
ary
they where the nation's four OutEarnings are reported durachieved, and comment:. after a training period, if
miles
disability while standing Young Farmers will be *1!"'
ing the month after each calchiefly about daily life acti- suffer a serious
—
Insurance coverage named.
endar quarter closes. The]
vities. As exercise continued, training.
servicemen continues
means that earnings are remost
for
inactivities
The basis foe judging Kenof
number
the
vrted in July for the period
for 120 days after separation, tucky's top young farmers will be
time they may progress in their agricultural
April through June. Records
creased.'s Although the exercise did during which
policies
should be kept whenever the
careers; the extent of their soil
improve lung function in convert to individual
not
employee is paid, thus making
ail of them•sai 1 to coot/nue protection indefin- and water conservation pracpatient,
every
it easier for the employer to
Research and Development Center in Schenectady, N.Y.
tices; and contributions to the
they felt better from the acti- itely.
140 TIMES LARGER THAN LIFE—This photo of an ant's
fill out the quarterly report.
The life insurance program, well-being of their community,
Among the more practical subjects for SEM are flaws
vity. The director of the pronew
scanning
by
a
times
140
ensured
has
been
head
Service
Revenue
DD.
Internal
_
The
is provided
in electronic circuits and fractured surfaces of metals.
gram at Peter Bent Brigham for servicemen
state and nation.
electron microscope (SEM) at the General Electric
provides a simple form to net Boston, Dr. Harry der a commercial life insur- Nominees must be actual farm
in
Hospital
600
about
in reporting these wages. Your
which
in
policy
ance
that
believe
Bass, said, "We
operators, deriving a minimum
social security office has a card
participate.
we are improving the patients companies
of two-thirds of their income
you can mail to Internal Renegative news developments
and keeping them alive longer
farming. They must be at least 21
venue Service for these forma.
FOR
SESSION
SPECIAL
concerning either the war areas
by improving their fitness and
years old and cannot be 36 prior
Employers should make sure
te withstand the Ares' REDISTRICTING
11:-Z.....ik-,rate liquidity crises. M
to January!, 1971.
the employee's social security
OrEICIAL
AWAIT
MUST
,
disease."
of intercurrent
least a short-term base nista
The purpose of the Outstanding
number is recorded couectlt_
Patients with lung or heart CENSUS REPORT '
and time. will' tell whether si
Young Farmer Program, which
by copying it directly from the
cote
disease, of course, should
ilununer really can develop into
_
social security card_
Nunn plans to wait es co-sponsored by the Kentucky
suit their doctor before under- Governor
something 'more lasting, the
Kentucky
and
Bureau
Farm
The Social Security Office
intil the 1970 census figures
YORK (UP!1—The analyst adds.
NEW
taking this kind of exercise.
Jaycees, is to build better ruralfor this area is located at 112
To find out more about the 3ecome official before calling a
fallacy in thinking that the
urban relations and create better
South Tenth Street in Paducah.
function,
of
the
Kentucky
they
session
how
;pedal
money
and
nation's
a
lungs
adequacy of
understanding of today's young
The phone number is 443-7321.
tuberculosis
with
deal
to
your
Assembly
3eneral
check with
supply can be judged by i
choser
his
and
farmer
alOOCUIdisease
egislative reapportionment.
and respiratory
growth alone has now becom
Child Welfare Departprofession.
July
the
Ky.,
by
LLE,
GILBERTSVI
and
Redistricting will be necessary
tion. It's a matter of life
apparent, Wright Advisory
ment.
27—Plans to build a new, $350,
atere population shifts have
breath.
ports says. The only m
was established in 1957-58.
It
iccurred. The censes figures are
measure is in relation to
000 facility to replace the presThe proposed center will be
o become official Dec. 1.
economy, since a deficiency
ent Barkley Boys Camp here on 53 acres of land leased for BILLIE JEAN OPERATED
LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) The Legislative Research
working capital is as disastrous
have been scrapped temporarily, 30 years to the state by the
.SAT/S)' YOUR NEEDS
Patricia Ann Parrish, Route for an economy as it is for a
to an announcement Tennessee Valley Authority. —Tennis star Billie Jean King Commission has voted to start a
A Marshall County man was according
g
Thursday
recuperatin
possibilities
was
redistricting
of
story
2, Murray, recently has be- corporation. Only a much faster
Monday by the Child Welfare
When built it will have a capaMonday when he
from surgery on a damaged as soon as accurate figures
come a Junior Member of the than normal increase in the electrocuted
Department.
city of about 50 boys.
line apvoltage
high
a
touched
Ascartilage in her right knee.
Hereford
become available.
Anzeriam Palled
r
money supply can now boost
Commissione
Child
Welfare
tree
sociation, according to an se- the Gross National Product parently white climbing a
Perkins also Renounced
George
I
notmcement from the beef rate, the firm says. The in search of squirrels.
shelving of planned construcCoroner John Barker said
breed's national headquarters securities markets appear contion of a diagnostic center in
32,
Pool
Bryson,
Gene
Bobby
In Kansas City, Mo.
fident that the corner has been
Daviess County, citing a fund
on
ardead
was
Rt.
5,
Road,
Junior Memberships have turned on the tight money
shortage in the departr;ent as
been issued to thonsands of situation and that money and rival 4 p.m. at Western Baptist
the reason for the tso post4.
boys and glris in every date credit will continue to increase Hospital.
ponements.
The incident occurred near the
in the nation by the American while corporate loan demand
"This does not mear that we
68
off
U.S.
Sharpe
community
Association.
Polled Hereford
forsake forever the desirability
declines, the firm says, adding at
3
y
p.m.
approximatel
This entitles them to certain that high-grade bonds and blue
of the additional facitties," the
Bryson was climbing the tree
privileges and reduced fees the chip stocks stand to benefit
commissioner said, "but simpwhen he came in contact with
same as adult life members
ly face the economic reality
from this return of investor a power ene.
The American Polled Herethat sufficient funds are not
confidence.
ford Association is the national
available."
promotion and registration orPerkins cited two Tam causes
"If the current sluggish
ganization for Polled Herebroadens
gradually
recovery
the fund shortage: A disof
major
fords, fastest growing
in
astrous fire at the Woodsbend
beef breed in the world. There into a full-fledged advance"
will'
abotuyt
a teCotm
int M
ergsatn
tho
ll pcos
.ch Cwaim
are more than 35,000 owners the markets, confidence
it is now
and breeders of the Polled return to areas where
isampitiainsly abeam sod/
Et- AMY-a
Herefords In the
in stocks that appeal to
of department funds
aggressive buyers, Hoppin
i n c re a sedbecaushrply committBros. & Co. says. Until then
merits of children for foster
t
care.
INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS IN ,however, reinvestmen demand
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gover"With the necessity to replace
KENTUCKY NOT BADLY will stem chiefly from extreme- nor Louie B. Nunn has proly conservative sources more
this facility (Woodsbend Boys
CRACKED,GOSS SAYS
Welfare
Child
as
July
claimed
. we were forced
Contrary to findings in several anxious to limit risk than to try month throughout the com- Camp) .
other states, Interstate highways for big profits, and activity will monwealth in recognition o f to defer replacement of the
in Kentucky have not been badly center in bonds, deferRive the services the department has Barkley camp," Perkins said.
Gov. Louie Nunn announced
cracked by heavy trucks, state "bond-equivalent" stocks, such provided the state's dependent,
Highway Commissioner Eugene as utilities, and blue chip stocks needy and deliquent children last August plans to move Barkwith strong balance sheets and
Goss says.
On July 1, Child Welfare ley Boys Camp from near Kennon-cyclical earnings, it adds.
celebrated it's tenth annivers- tucky Dam Village Airport here
in state to a new site on the shore of
The department is taking steps The Neill Letter of Contrary ary as • department
by the Kentucky Lake elsewhere in
Established
governsnent.
to prevent coal trucks from Opinion expects better market
Marshall County.
,until near legislature in 1960, it's only ,
damaging the new Daniel Boone conditions from no
Presently the camp is the
concern is the welfare of the
Parkway.
slag:tire-time. _barring further
temperaty 'home of about *
Since 1048, that area of ser- boys involved in minor juvenile
vice was performed by a num- offenses and being rehabilitated
ber of different departments,
shifting from one to another,
until a aeon of concerned citizens petitioned the legislature
to organize a department. Tbi
group felt a child welfare program needed stability and continuity to provide the best pos
T he
FRANKFORT. Ky
sible
Department of Fish and Wild.
In becoming • department, life plans to fill a vacancy in
Child Welfare became the only the department's Law Enforcestate administrative division in ment section in Montgomery
If you re angry red over sunburn
the nation designed explicity County
skin-care lotion prices, you
and
children.
of
well-being
the
for
A merit examination to fill
The department has two main the position of enforcement of.
need to make a fast 7-minute
functions: providing institut- ficer will be given at Montgomstop 8 a.m, til midnight at
ional services for delinquents
ery County High School, Mt.
Convenient Food Mart.
and performing services for the Sterling, on August 1
.
neglected child in the county.
In Convenient's new Discount
applicants
Interested
should
use.
of
days
the
first
four
After
Mitchum
discover
When you
Due to the department's moHealth and Beauty Aids
Adi-Persdnint. you enter a nes. most women find that they need dern reorganization wrogram, report for the examination DO
later than 9:00 am
, world of underarm comfort and use Mitchum Anti-Perspirnst only
made
you'll find a complete
Department,
been
has
progress
regardmuch
freedom. It keeps you drier than every third or fourth day
Applicants for the Job must
during the past two years.
of
any anti-wetness agent ever put in less of bathing.
sun
tan
lotions and sunburn
selection
County
resiMontgomery
be
hody.
So whether you perspire heavily
an aerosol spray caa' Fly any.
dents and between the ages of
t it male
ilocsn
save
at
20%
on them. AS a
and
you'll
least
rnoderatels.
remedies,
or
he.oliy
perspire
you
if
. Even
TO BE HELD 23 and 33. They must have
up lo the luxurious HEARING
you will find that or gives posiiae sense tomose
20%
or
on all the most
you
can
of
save
fact,
more
matter
Anti-PerspirWMIETIME AFTER SEPT. high school diploma or have
protection—keeps underarms at'- dryness el Mitchum
estion
of health and beauty aids you'll find at Convenient.
brands
name
the high school equivaltop
d
pumped
popular-size
solute!) dry for thousands who silt With this positise.prot
KEA
FOR
ON
ISREQUEST
to
could never find that protection you get complete gentleness
ON
POSSIBLE ency test. Applicants must pass
Isn't that a
te safety to INQUIRY
before. If ',ouPersplrcanoderalei. normal skin—comple
A physical examination prior to
soothing thou ght?
Mechem Anti-Pospirsiss will toc slothing. And, of course. full de- SANCTIONS
.
employment
Assn.
iguld
A National Education
you a new sense of-fastidiousness odorant effectiveness. too. ifI used
representative will come to
Its posuiise proteetion does not or (ream. 90-day supply
oft
Interirn Committee
St
Jails
or
builds
but
grow less with use.
Kentucky "not earlier than Sept. Legislative
no
Education,
NEA
a hearing on on
conduct
15"
to
appeared,
ANTI-PERSPIRANT .-"*. or,i••0"" Orations' conditions,
representative
although the committee chairstate.
Rep. Brooks Hinkle, D.The inquiry was requested by man.
the Kentucky Education Assn. At Paris, had notified NEA of the
a recent hearing held by the Joint meeting.
a
.
•

New Barkley Boys_
Camp Plans Are-Shelved By State

Wall Street_
—Chatter —

Patricia Parrish
Member Of ANA
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
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FIRST IN FINE MEATS

U S CHOICE
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be

ROUND
STEAK

E
N
O
B
T
LB. 99c
STEAK

LOIN TIP
U. S. CHOICE BONELESS SIR

ROAST

gir l ed l-Q CHICKEN L59C
99c
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12 OZ CAN I/59c -SOFT DRINKS IGA
41t
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3 LB 2 OZ 79C
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GREEN BEANS PRESERVES STARTER
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BABY FOOD

303 CAN
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QT. 29C

18 °Z. jAR49C

IGA

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
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NO GAMES
NO—STAMPS
—10 SP FORCED PURCHASES —
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69c
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SHOWBOAT
R(3 BEANS CRACKERS
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10/5100

DEL MONTE
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DRINK
46 OZ. CAN
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9c
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BIG ROLL

DAK
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LOAF
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3/1°°
MARYLAND CLUB
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COFFEE 8
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cATSU p s/s _ ICE MILK
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A
N
A
N
A
B
POTATOES 7B
14 OZ. BOTTLE

CAN

'A GAL.
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C
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This column.of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
A) Write your regional IRS
Q) I read that if you add a I
front porch to your house the! service center or call your logive
coat Is deductible' Is that eel IRS office. Be sure to
' your Social Security number,
right'
name, address, and when your
A) No, the cost is not de- return was filed. This inforductible. The cost, however, mation is needed to trace your
can be added to the basis of return.
your house and taken into acMost refund claims have alcount in determining your gain ready been processed and the
or loss on any future sale.
checks mailed out.
Ordinary and routine maintenance costs around the
Q) I was married last'
house, such as painting and re- and plan to continue working
pairs are not deductible. Only for another year or so. Should
when the expense adds to the I make any change in my tax
•
value of the house or increases r withholding?
its life do tax considerations
A) You may want to file a
arise.
new withholding certificate
Q) I filed my return .3 with your employer claiming
This will remonths ago and my refund still married status.
g.
withholdin
your
duce
do'
I
should
What
come.
hasn't
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However, many married couples who both are employed
elect to have tax NI- t h held
from each of them as a "single" person to avoid owing
large additional amounts of
tax at the end of the year. If
you plan to file a joint return
for the year, as moat couples
do, your final tax liability will
not be affected regardless of
whether you or your husband
claims your personal exemption.
Q) My daughter started to
work last month, but she still
lives at home. Will we still be
able to claim her as a dependent?
A) It depends on whether
sleti III -meets the dependency
tests. For instance, you must
provide over half of her total
support for the year. Regarding her earnings, if they
amount to $625 or more you
cannot claim her unless she is
under 19 at year end or a fulltime student for any five
months of the year.

•

Humor Is The Theme Of New Book

minister of the United Church
of Christ, the Rev. Hubert G.
Locke, director of the Office of
Humor is a great lubricant
Religious Affairs at Wayne
is
it
for social frictions. Big
State University in Detroit.
seldom applied these days to
Locke does not think racism
the abrasive subject of ..ace
is a laughing matter, but he
--- -relations.
in this book that
Fortunately, there are secs- The author is a black demonstrates
wit is still a deadlier weapon
than angry bombast.
98 Per Cent are Afflicted
He proceeds on the premise
that 96 per cent of all
studies, the Jehovah's
"t Sines, ate we have seen incur past
the
of
"caucasoids" are afflicted with
nce
o
exist
conscious
,
continuous
the
Witnesses deny
the "psychological disease of
soul, they deny the Bible doctrine of eternal pontahment.
racism." Some are untroubled
WITNESS DOCTRINE SAYS. "The doctrine of eternal
by the ailment -they are
torment In hall is another one of Satan's vicious lies.'
(ENEMIES, p. 127.)
forthright, well-adjusted bigots.
THE BIBLE SAYS:
Others, however, are bowed
with
heaven
from
be
revealed
shall
Jesus
1) .•...this Lord
down with guilt, because the
on
vengeance
taking
fire
flaming
in
angels,
Ids mighty
like to think of themselves as
of
gospel
the
not
obey
that
and
not
God,
know
them that
liberals but their fear of black
everwith
punished
be
shall
Who
Christ:
our Lord Jesus
people causes them to behave
and
Lord,
the
of
presence
the
from
n
lasting destructio
in racist ways.
from the glory of his power" (3Thess. 1:7-9),
The most "hysterical" white
2) “To them who by patient continuance in well doing seek
for glory and honour and immortality, eternal life: But
liberals are found "within the
unto them that are contentious, and do not obey the truth,
ranks of the church," Lock
but obey unrigteeousness, indignation and wrath, tribusays. And black militants have
lation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil"
developed great skill in
(Rom. 2:7-9).
playing on the fear-guilt syn3) "Then shall he say unto them on the loft hand, Depart
drome of white churchmen.
from me, ye mused into everlasting fire, prepared for the
"It is significant that the
devil and his angels: ...And these shall go away into
demand for reparations I made
evinnestisig pasislusent: but the righteous into life eternal."
in James Foreman's 'Black
(Matt. 154446)
Manifesto') was not tacked -to
wrrNEss DOCTRINE SAYS: "When a man prefers to conIn
sleep
to
tinue in wickedness, God mercifully puts him
the door of the Chase Manhatdeath, and that man never awakens." (IBID.)
tan Bank or the gates of Fort
THE BIBLE SAYS: "For we must all appear before the
Knox," he said.
the
receive
judgment seat of Christ; that every one may
"If the Foreman manifesto
things dope in Ws body, according to that he bath done,
had demanded'that churches
for the hour
whether it be good or bad." (130or.- 5:10)
and synagogues castrate their
La coming. In the which all that are in the graves shall
clergy as reparation for the
bear his voice, and shall come forth; they that have done
rape of black women during the
good, unto the resurrection of We; and they that have done
slave era, some theologian,
evil, unto the resurrection at damnation" (Jo. 5:28,29)
The Jehovah's Witnesses cannot say that we are being
bishop or enlightened liberal
unfair in our studies of their teachings. Our pulpit is open
layman would have striven to
we
believe
they
us
where
to them so that they may show
discover a theological rationale
are in error.(Acts 17:11)
for
accepting the legitimacy of
Halley
Ray
Larry
demand."
the
Christ
of
Church
Plano
-bathe offers savaria--tipsmilitants bent upon exploiting
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer

sional exceptions. And one of
them is now at hand in the
form of a delightful little
paperback book entitled, "The
Care and Feeding of White
Liberals." published by Paulist

Searching The Truth

Searching The Truth
Tbe group known as ''Jehovah's Witnesses" constitutes a
religious organization unknown to the New Testament.
In their book, Let God Be True, p. 221, we read that
"false principles of all religions are attacked by Jehovah's
Witnesses . . ." Turnabout Is fair play, so we shall consider ono of the many false principles' of their religion.
They say, "Si A.D. 1914, Christ Jesus . . .came and God
gave the throne of The Theocratic Government to him.
Christ Jesus came to the kingdom In A.D. 1914, but unseen
to men" (The Truth Shall Make You Free (Brooklyn,
1943), P. 300). Notice the many errors in that statement:
1) Christ was already reigning as King long before 1914,
for Peter declared nearly 1900 years earlier that ..God
MATH MADE . . . Jesus, . . . both Lord and Christ.••
(Acts 2:36)
2) Paul stated that he and the Colossians HAD BEEN
translated into the kingdom of Christ.(Col. I:13) Goa could
not be a member of the kingdom U according to the witnesses it did not exist until 1914, yet Paul was a member of
it. I believe Peel.
3) The Apostle John was also In the kingdom of Christ before the close of the first century. (Rev. 1:9) Yet, the
Witnesses say that the kingdom did not exist until 1914.
H they are right, than John lied and the word of God is
. . let God be true, but every man a liar"
Wrong!
(Rom. 3:4) I believe John.
4) Christ HAD BEEN given 'all power" or "authority"
long before 1914. (Mitt. 28:18) God had no power, or throne
to give Christ in 1914, for he had already given it all to
Him.(Matt. 23:18)
5) Tim lifttameses potation that Christ came in 1414,
"but unseen to men" contradicts cud's word which says
,every eye shall see him" (Rev. 1:7). Christ's rethat '
tern shall be .1.n like manner" as be ascended, I.e.,
In bodily form, visible. (Acts 1:11)
Tus the foundation of the Jehovah's witnesses' kingdom
theory crumbles beneath the word of God, we welcome
your constructive comments , criticisms, or complaints
Larry Ray Haney
Piano church of Christ
These two articles are the last in our series of studies of the
doctrines and teachings of the Jehovah's Witnesses. We believe
that we have represented these people perfectly in what they
believe. We also believe that we have shown that the doctrines
and teachings of these people, Which we have discussed, to be
false with respect to the Bible We ask that you ask these people
about their teachings and challenge them with the Bible and that
only
We ask that all of our readers look for this series "SearChing
The Truth" in the Paris, Tennessee newspapers in the coming
future. We are discontinuing this series in the Ledger and Times.
We also ask that you listen to ''Searching The Truth" each
Sunday morning from 9. 30 to 9 55 over WTPR in Paris. 710 on the
A.M dial

These easy .4rtip no-iron 'sheets are 50 percent
cotton, 50 percent olyester durable press with a
o percent. Now is the time
maxium shrinkage of

Address all comments. criticisms, and questions tr. Tom
"eitton. Winchester Apts. .)io. 6. Murray. Kentucky. .

to stock

72x104 Twin Flat Sheet
39x75 Iwin,fitted Sheet
81ii104 Full Flat Sheet
2.66
54x75 Full Fitted Sheet
3.33
90x115 Queen Flat Sheet
60x80 Queen Fitted Sheet 3.33
108x115 King Flat Sheet___ 4.88
78x80 King Fitted Sheet _4.88
42x36 Regular Pillow Case_ 1.44

moment, is the pervasive white
belief that black,. people are
"different."
Locke concludes on a hopeful
note: The liberal white churchman may yet play a useful role
in achieving social justice in

big

savings

event.
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Solids, stripes, plaids, thermal blankets....
Now is the time to buy and save. 72 x'90
Polyester and Rayon blends and 100 percent
Polyester with Lock-Nap finish.

22

Plush high pile Cloud 9 rugs
and
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ortbiTsty bath towels-fin
print sheared and print
A

bath
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Acrylic
backing.

terries. A big assortment of colors in four

sets.
40
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Choose
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fashion shades..
27 x 45 . . . 4.33
22 x 32... 2.66

different patterns.

24.x 27 Contour .. .2.33
Lie-Cover

America, if he can bring
himself to admit that he, even
he, is afflicted with the disease
of racism The resources for a
cure, he suggests, already lie

1.44 -Tank-Set-

-.-3.138

SCATTER RUGS
HUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM
...ma••P.
1 . S 100
:77
J
.

close at hand in "the tenets of
prophetic Judaism and historic
Christianity."
• Taken seriously, they're great
"shock therapy" for personal
hangups and social ills.
NEW CHAIRMAN
WASHINGTON (UPI
Lou Burg of West Bend. Wis.,
recently named vice chairman!

of the Democratic National
,Committee. says ,he plans to
try to persuade %%omen to take
a more active part in seeking
public office
"If we had more women in
politics," she told a news
confeience Tliesda, • ue might
not be faced witl -the war rn
Vietnam

this

-A- sweeping ban!i of
with an added- iyargin of beauty
color to tie the look together. Choose celestial blue,
venetian green, empire bronZ___Or____Actbrant pink .

An

as he points out in a serious

during

Twilight Stripe, Double Drama! Double Impact! Two Tones
of color racing across a sky of white on No-lron Flex-OMatic .fitted bottom sheet, ;Os t9p sheet_and.pi)low. case,

white anxiety by being "as

abrasively black as possible.His advice:
Tips to Blacks
"Develop the art of looking
mean.. wear dark sun glasses
at all times I this adds to the
overall sinisterness of your
enappearance)...whenever
gaged in conversation with
Whitey, keep your hands in
constant motion (Whitey will
expect a razor to flash forth
from those moving hands at
any moment, and you can be
certain he will not move a
„soluicle until you have finished
your argument.1"
this is said tongue-incheek, of course. Locke's real
aim is not to play upon the
fears of white liberals, but to
banish those fears by satirizing
them. For the crux of racism,

up
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"Deah.--A
Are pipe smokers
selfish?
By Abigail Van Buren
most selfish
DEAR ABBY. Why are pipe smokers the
friend recently
and egotistical of all men? My gentleman
It may
gave up cigarettes, and he's taken up a pipe instead.
be easier on his lungs, but it's harder on me.
with
He is so vain he doesn't want to spoil his silhouette
goodly
a
pipes,
two
pouch,
pockets bulging with a tobacco
were
supply of matches, pipe cleaners, etc., so when
purse. I
my
in
gear
smoking
his
carry
to
me
asks
he
together
to be
doa't mind, really, but when we're at a party I have
^
wants
right at his elbow like a "servant" in case he
something.
and it
Also his tobacco has a sickeningly "sweet" aroma
your
smells like cookies are burning_ Please print this with
MULE
PACK
grooviest.
the
you're
thinks
He
advice.
gentleman
DEAR PACK MULE: Advice for whom? Your
his lady
load
can
he
if
right
all
doing
be
to
seems
friend
im
elbow
his
at
her
have
and
gear
down with the smoking
case he needs something. If you feel abused don't depend
"smoke signals.- Tell him in plain English.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ONE GROUP

Rayon
Acetate

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 40-year-old
bachelor who feels that he should live, with a woman before
considering marriage. He claims that two people doti't
really know each other until they live together.
I believe that two people can get tojpiox, each other well
enough without living tagether, if eneughlime is allowed.
I realize that they will not know everything about each
wan
other, but they'll know enough to decide whether they
to be married to each other.
I would appreciate your opinion in print.
BEING COURTED

Draw Drapes

DEAR BEING: I'm with rm. Tell him it's nix ea
aatdress rehearsals.
•

.EasCarl.-_-First Quality
. •

BIG K

PRICE

DEAR ABBY: I have heard of bridal showers for,
bride, but here's a new one: A shower for a groom-to-be!
He is going to be married in the town of the bride, w
hi
is customary, which is 2,0043 miles from here, and none of
family knows the bride or her people. The groom is a ni
enough fellow, but I have never heard of giving a "shower
SHOOK IN MONTANA 4
for a groom, have you?

ONLY

WOMENS

SHOE
SPECTACULAR
Super selection of Standard
Favorites.... ..many styles and

sizes.
SUPER BUYS at these PRICES.

Kids
For The

50C to

DAY FRIDAY
SATURDAY

$

- rd*

DEAR SHOOK', Yes. But I have also heard of peopla
selling "tickets" to showers, which doesn't make it "proper"
in my book. There is entirely too much "begging" for money
and gifts, which should be voluntary. The only solution to
stamping out such tasteless practices is to decline to be a
part of it.
DEAR ABBY: I am dating a gentleman who seems Very
much interested in me. He's charming, well-to-do aifd
attractive. We're not kids, he's 50 plus and I'm a few years
younger.
Last evening we were having dinner in a very fashionable spot when a trio of musicians strolled by. [An accordion,
guitar, and violin.] They asked if we had any "favorites,"
whereupon my gentleman friend replied, "No. We like then
all." I then said, "Do you know 'Chasing Rainbows'?"
They stood by our table and played "Chasing Rainbows.'
Afterwards my escort smiled and said, "Thank you.. .
was very nice."
I was terribly embarrassed. I thought he should ha
given them something. On the way home I mentioned it
he said he didn't think it was necessary, since the music
were paid to play anyway. One word led to another and a
heated argument followed. Do you think I was wrong to bring
it up/ And isn't it customary to tip musicians under these
ititiffINFIV CHASER
--critilttrnstances'
DEAR CHASER: I think you were wrong to have made
an issue of it. And yes, it is customary to "Up" musicians for
playing requests, even though the musicians sometimes
solicit them. P. S. A lesson might have been learned from
this. Don't expect a -pot of gold" at the end of THAT
rainbow.

Accompanied
When
by Parents

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
90069. For • personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

ODDS and ENDS

Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet.
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send 111
Abby. Box 59700, Los Angeles, Cal. NM.

FISHING LURES PAINT SALE
----..famous Name Brands
Plugs and Flies

Pt. 25c

Values
Reg. $1.66 to $5.22

REDUCED
3

33

FINAL REDUCTION ON . . .

Seton Groin and Patents, Casual Ad,
justuble shoulder Straps, Single and
Double Top Horsdles.

CHILDRENS 2-PIECE

— PLAY SETS
13x18

2 for 25ct
BAN KAM ERICARD

Bel Air Shopping Center

FREE
PARKING

QUITE A HANDFUL cincinnati Zoo's baby gibbon, only the
second to be botn here in VT years, is fed by a keeper. The
monkey was born May 23, weighing 4 oz., with teeth.

:
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Removing Oil
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
mon
mom
moo
WOW DON From Birds
woo
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URA SAMMO
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34-Preposition
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months of setting in their pens
had weakened their wing
The best solution,
muscles.
Stanton found, was to take the
birds to a nearby wildlife sane-
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Some
teary where they could paddle individual problems.
others
about in ponds until they required special diets;
nesting
special
developed enough strength to fly needed
materials; still -others, such as
off.
Each species of bird presented loons, lived in the water so much

they couldn't waik around on
land.
Word of Stanton's special
knowledge has spread. Now his
phone begins to ring when an oil

PAIZeg ELEVEN

spill occurs. And he has been
asked to write a booklet on the
subject of oiled birds by the
Massachusetts Audubon Scoietv

by Ernie Bushmiller
Nancy
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THANKS FOR
New York-Two years ag
(THAT'S MY BROTHER-taturalist Philip Stanton hel
THE NICE
MY
SED
PROMI
HE
rescue some sea birds from an o
GO
know
DAD
probably
MANICURE
Till. Today he
TO THE BARBER ,
more about removing oil fro
29
.J
birds than any other scientist,
SHOP TODAY
55 Jerk
42-Dock
according to the America
56 Hypothetical
44 Inquire
force
Petroleum Institute's magazine,
46-Cnes
57 Confederate
48-Dens
Petroleum Today.
general
49 Mountain
Recently, the API aw
59 keruin gods
nymph
62-Compass point
Stanton a grant to set up an ex
51 Debatable
64 Spanish for
3A-Ctonae
perimental station for oiled b.
color of
54 Bad
39-Symbol for
on his farm. The grant is part o
tantalum
a multimillion dollar anti
40-Chaldean city
pollution research program tha
41-Leek
through
the oil industry has tinder way.
43-Direction
Stanton has always been '
45-Recent
•••••• •
;• 1•0 if I do. on
47-Clotharsmilers
•Ina Iv Wood dowo•
terested in birds. While studing DI
50-Printer's
in
at Bridgewater State College
measure
52-Approach
Massachusetts, he did a lot
53-Lock
work in the field. "You might say
opener
I majored in the black duck," he
56 Butter
substitute
He also received a
says.
(colloq
fellowship in natural history and
58-Evaporated
I euniS INTER A MESS 0'
60-A state
ornithology at the University of
INTERESTING DEVELOPNC-NTS.
'abbr)
s.
Massachusett
6l Testify
AND WHAT SUCCESS DID
. VICE-PRESIDENT-.MR
63-Dried grape
In January, 1968, an oil spill )01.1 HAVE TRAILING THE
INCLUDING THIS -65-Chem Ka
s
washed up on the Massachusett
ENEMY SUB YOU
compound
coast and Stanton, by then a
PHOIDGRAPHED
66-A state (abbr )
67-Kind
biology teacher at Framingham 1 SKULKING IN THE
DOWN
State College, rushed to the scene, WATERS ,AROUND
1-Soviet Union
with other naturalists to try tol CRABTREE CORNER
(writ)
GROGGINS?
some of the birds caught in
save
2-Portico
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. lc)
the spill. He brought several
3-Teutonic deity
ducks back to his farm to work on
them with various cleaners.
But there were obstacles to
overcome. Sea ducks are not
used to being handled, and the
washing and rubbing involved in
cleaning can throw them into
shock. Stanton found a detergent
The nation's independent management must retain the chemical that could remove the
business owners want to knock right to operate its business as oil in as little time as three
the stuffing out of union economically as possible, without minutes.
union dictates, in order to
However, though the detergent
featherbedding.
Wide endorsement of the compete successfully and stay in removed the crude oil from the
ERES
PeiltelPle that the employer business FAiiiiipat'ANn ormest bark, itd-9-1,0 washed the natural
should be-The Mlle lodge of how/Ribs year's ago Might-nave offWh their featherS. Without
DON'T
A
THOUSAND
many employees he shoukl•have!averted the current bankruptcies this natural oil, the birds eigber
KI0 SMELL.—
—
BOUQUET
A
DOLLARS
on the payroll is evident in a poll,of the Penn Central and Jersey sink or become chilled and die.
OF
just completed by the National i Central railroads, and financial bird that has been cleaned must
ROSES?!
Federation of Independent difficulties facing other lines, it is therefore be protected in a
pointed out.
shelter until its new feathers
Business,
come in. With some ducks, a
A bill proposed by Senator Paul
year may pass before they molt.
Fannin of Arizona which would
Most businessmen realize that Stanton now began exploring
make it illegal for a union to
forced
rules
By
ways of inducing molt.
require payments to workers for the "make work"
services not desired by the upon employers by unions may in controlling the heat and light in'
employer carried 91 percent of the long run actually make less the bird pens, he found he could
And the National trick the birds' molting system
the businessmen's vote. Only 7 work.
percent objected, seeing merit in Federation's poll shows that most into producing a new coat within
the union's "make work" (practically all) the businessmen months.
posit*, while 2 percent withheld believe it is time that Congress . 1)te even when the birds had
eliminated such economic waste UM,i.ew feathers, they couldn't
°pinkie.
The response from Keducky by approving the legislation be released into their oil enThe
vironment immediately.
shows 91 percent in favat'Of the proposed by Senator Fannin.
Fannin legislation, 7 percent
_
é =dissent, and 2 per
decided.
Although the National Labor
Relations Act forbida a onion
from regoiries as aoopioyer to
pa, fir sambasastimrformed,
THE FAMILY DEODORANT
this has not been inilepreted to
apply even to a standby crew,
Vkif. PESEHVE THE_ FIR, T
such as a grow of musicians
offstage, as provided by some
TO LIMIT OUANTIl ILS
Reg. '1.09
contracts. Apparently, this is
justified on the basis that the
Slr<F• OF trir sowurt
employer is paying for services,
although he does in fact, pay
)
- Senator Fannin's proposed
amendment would prohibit a
• union from requiring an employer to pay "for services not
desired or required by the emliCa
SI A5
ployer, including those of a
standby nature".
8 oz
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SALE
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SALE
SALE
were steam-driven and the
SALE
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fireman served an important
function.
This same issue has threatened
INTRODUCING—NEW!
a nationwide strike (or emthis
year.
all
)
lockout
ployers'
President Nixon ordered a 60-day
'arbitration procedure when three
8-oz. Bottle
ram& were struck over this
HAIR LIGHTENER 511
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Unions defend its "make work"
or "preserve work" practices on
PERSONAL SIZE
p ounds of saving jobs and
reducing unemployment in the
FAST PAIN RELIEF!
SHAVE CREAM
Bar Pocks
face of automation and other
advances,
cal
technologi
9-oz. Bottle
of 100
changing economic conditions
and management decisions
Rog. '1,.07
But the businessmen of the
nation are equally adamant that
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Business MenVote To Run
Own Business; Set Policy

by Al Capp
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Oil Field's Leaky Taps
Mean Water For Wildlife
New York - Water is a precious
commodity in California's and
Cuyarna Valley about 100 miles
north of I_Ais Angeles Yet oilmen
in the Valley's South Cuyarna
field allow the taps in their Water
systems to drip around the clock.
The arrangement PK a conservationist's delight. 'The water
drips through a one-inch pipeline
to brush-hidden basins that serve
as drinking fountains for wildlife.
.•We have 20 of these manmade water holes scattered
about the oil field," says one
You always see deer,
oilman
Pricks and plenty of quail and'
other wild birds around these
basins- Some hot summers, a lot
of them wouldn't sees-we without

$
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ther of James E
convicted assassin
tin Luther King,
rested in Savann
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JERRY RAY (above), brother of James Earl Ray,
convicted assassin of Martin Luther King, was arrested in Savannah, Ga.,
for investigation into the
shooting pf an unidentified white youth, 17, who
is in fair condition.

Russians Will
Have Trouble
Buying Soap

'
INSTANT
NESCAFE

By JAMES 0. JACKSON
MOSCOW (UPI) —Russians
will be better housed, better fed
and better paid this year than
ever before. But they will find
It harder to buy soap.
The latest figures on the
Soviet economy, published
Tuesday, showed increases in
nearly every area of production
except soap. Soap output in the
first half of 1970 fell by 10 per
cent front 1969.
the rest of~dsw-tecmorny,the figures indicated the nation
will achieve the goals set in it!'
plan' for this year. The report
said overall economic growth
was 8.5 per cent.
One of the most important
indicators was per capita
Income, shooting up to an
average of 120 rubles—$133—
per month. That was only one
ruble ($1.11) short of the final
goal for the end of the year and
was a sure sigh the target will
be met or surpassed.
The report, published by the
government newspaper, Izvestia, detailed growth of consumer goods production but said
the consumption rates were
even higher, indicating factories are not meeting demands.
For example, the output of
televisions and radios went up
by 7 per cent but consumption
increased by 8 per cent. A 5 per
cent rise in production of
washing machines was offset
by an 8 per cent rise in
purchases.
Other figures indicated the
Soviets are striving to relieve
citizens' hardships.. They built
750,000 new apartments, and
increAses in such
chronica y scarce rood Items
as fruit, meat and milk
products.
Consumer production took
second place to heavy industry,
where the Soviets traditionally
concentrate their best efforts.
Steel, electrical power, machine
building and chemical industries recorded the strongest
growth in the economy.
Though not part of the state
plan, the production of new
Soviet citizens continued apace.
The report put the population at
242.8 million, an increase of
seVen million persons over July.
1, 1969.

COFFEE
CRISCO

$'129

Businesses are being encouraged to raise extra capital by
selling their plants in other
states, then moving to Kentucky
and leasing plants built by cities
or counties with the proceeds of
low-interest, industrial revenue
The industry benefits
bonds
because its new building is
goverimentowned and therefore
Comtasfree. Commerce
missioner Paul Grubbs explained.

Bologna 39lbc Wieners494I Catfish

110

1 BACON

BREASTS

VANILLA
WAFERS

CENTER CUT

lb. pkg. 591 'Ham Slices $11.

Ib.596

--

&'s

a
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risco

'TEA

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A_ I .LB. CAN OF

4-1b. box
1
/

MAXWELL NOISE.
Nil COffEE
"
AT

BUSH
CHOPPED

FINEST VEGETAIllt Siltftis
,

4

- 0'
SaVa 1

2/69'

DK

WINGS

LIPTON

12-oz
#

lb.794

FIELDS FULLY COOKED

FtAVORITE BRAND SLICED

NABISCO

Parker's

,..<11 LB. CAN 0N1Y7

craw.

ONE COUPON PEN FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES _

8/7/70___

TURNIP
GREENS
15-oz can

2/25'
BLUEBONNET

MARGARINE

49

ITALIAN SWEET RED

2 Lbs.

Del Monte
PINEAPPLE ORANGE and
PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT

-

workshop
a
Addressing
sponsored by the Kentucky
Commerce Department, state
Banking Commissioner E.G.
Adams urged local banks and
savings-loan associations to take
a more active part in encouraging industrial development.
The willingness to help finance
the establishment and growth of
a young company "will develop a
bond that will cement a banking
connection," Adams said.
The Commerce Department is
stressing tax-free factory
buildings and sites in its campaign to induce more industries
to locate in Kentucky.
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FRESH CUT UP CHICKEN PARTS
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Old Fashioned Large

/1/1/1T

FROSTY ACRES FOODS

_FRUIT PIES___
ORANGE JUICE
CUT CORN
FROSTY SEAS

FISH STICKS
GREEN PEAS
BROCCOLI SPEARS
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Alaskan Wealth Awaits
TELEVISION

IN

REVIEW

New Sea Route Opening

by Charles M. Schulz
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Chuck Steak
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YOU HAVE TO TAKE LIFE Bil
THE THAT AND 5HAKE IT
YOU HAVE TO KICK IT IN THE
STOMACH! YOU HAVE 70 PUNCH
IT IN THE EqE!

LOUR PROSLEM,C,HARLIE BROWN, IS
THAT LeOU DON'T -REAL& F16HT WITH
DON'T DOMINATE IT...
LIFE

New York - If it is determined
that the Northwest Passage sea
route to Alaska recently
negotiated by the tanker
Manhattan is economically
feasible, many others beside
oilmen would benefit.

By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI)—Several major personalities will be
leaving network television in
countless August. It has long been known
summer
This
Americans who wouldn't touch a that Chet Huntley is departing.
Sydney Wire, an official of the
sot stove will literally burn And now veteran actor Arthur oil company which has financed
to
alive.
themselves
Treacher, longtime sitieltick
most of the 'Manhattan's two
It's that seasonal madness - Mery Griffin on CBS-TV's late- voyages in the area, says in an
sun worship.
night series, has also decided to article in Petroleum Today:
In vacation spots across the bow out.
"A year-round ses route could
nation, thousands of bodies Upon leaving NBC news, do what the railroad did for the
will
oil
tan
glistening with sun
Huntley will be occupied with western United States... There is
deepen into shades of mahogany developing a major resort in great mineral wealth in Alaskaas they turn slowly under the his native Montana. Marking so great it is called 'the waiting
sun's rays like roasts on a spit. his retirement, he will appear wealth.' It awaits, so to speak,
Why do so many people boll on the "Today" program July the breaking of the ice."
themselves in oil? Because a 31 to reminisce and discuss his
deep tan supposedly makes you future plans.
look like a Greek god or goddess, Trencher, who turned 76 this
At the very least, it shows that week and has been in show
Deep Water Groupers
you've been somewhere.
business for 51 years, will
They've
But tans don't last.
remain with the Griffin series Are Scary Creatures
been called the shortest-lived through Aug. 14.
And He says he doesn't want to
status symbol of all.
New York - Gulf Coast divers
repeated exposure to regain that maintain a daily work schedule
golden aura ages skin drastically in the future. Rather, he will have long known that offshae
and gives it a coarse, leathery give more of his attention to his drilling platforms attract fish.
look - about as glamorous as an chain of quick-service restau- Barnacles, seaweed and tiny
old shoe.
rants, and also to a nightclub shellfish attach themselves to the
Yes, the warm and seemingly he owns with Griffin in New rig and the fish thrive on them,
according to the magazine
gentle sun can hold eventual York.
surprises for the unwary. Most Treacher, who was one of Petroleum Today.
beauty experts agree, though, Hollywood's most famous cha- Those divers working beneath
that a light, even tan is most racter actors years ago, also the newer, deeper rigs are
attractive and relatively safe. says he'll consider movie and discovering, however, that the
The watch-word here, is theater offers. In the old days, fish, espedially the giant
"moderation."
he was well-known by the film- groupers, are much bigger than
You can tan sensibly if you take going public for his roles as those in shallower waters, The
groupers are scary creatures,
the sun in small doses - no more humorously stuffy butlers.
than 20 or 30 minutes on the first Griffin says he will not weighing up to 700 pounds, and
day and about 10 extra minutes reiSlace the British-born Treads- they often come close, holding
each day thereafter.
er, which means that, of the their huge mouths agape, sucking
For many people, acquiring a three network late-night hosts, water in and out.
tan becomes a week-end crash only one, NBC-TV's Johnny "They don't actually bite,"
project - out in the midday sun Carson, will continue to work said one diver, "but they slip up
when its rays are the harshest. If with a sidekick: Ed McMahon. and kind of breathe heavy on
you sun yourself during this peak ABC-TV's Dick Cavett has been you.,'
pesiad t.,f 11 asn. to 2 pin., sour a soloist frorp the 'Stars
only hope of availing a painful Tha loss of 'Preacher Ligures.
burn is the frequent and generous to deprive the Griffin series of 3A
use of protective creams or some
dignity.
badly-needed
lotions containing screening Since Griffin moved his freagents.
quently intelligent syndicated By Commision
Even after you've acquired talk show to CBS-TV, he has
your tan, you still should protect become so coy in his manner—
yourself in sensitive areas such perhaps to attract a less
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
as your nose, hands and sophisticated Mass audience— Kentucky Crime Commission
shoulders, the "V" of your veck, that his series is often announced tpday that John L.
and the back of your legs.
embarrassing to watch. Treadl- Grenough has been appointed
Often, the compulsion to tan es is a man of taste. And it is Deputy Director of the agenes.
quickly overrides good sense and taste that the series needs
Grenough supervised the pissparation of Kentucky's 1970
you find yourself glowing pain- above all.
fully at day's end.
In other future program Comprehensive Criminal JusIf your born is serious enough developments announced by the tice Plan. The U S. Department
of Justice approved the plan
to raise blisters, check with your various networks:
doctor to prevent skin damage —NBC-TV's weekly motion along with its requeet for $2.9
and infection. If it's a mild case, pictures in the coming season minion in Safe Streets funds
however, a cool, gentle shower will include "An American in for the state
and a couple of aspirins will help Paris" with Gene Kelly; Mel
As Deputy Director, Grenrelieve pain and reduce possible Brooks' superbly wild comedy
fever. A soothing, medicated "The Producers" with Zero ough will coordinate the Comcream will offer welcome relief, Mostel; and "The Russians are mission's work. He will assume
training
but those containing anesthetics Coming, The Russians are responsibility for the
of the Comshould not be over-used. Light, coming," with Alan Arkin and and development
mission's staff and the 18 Reg
loose clothing will be less Carl Reiner.
Crime Councils.-tonal
areas.
the
sensitive
to
abrasive
—Chief Justice Warren Bur, the
appointments
other
In
Increase your intake of fluids to ger's "State of the Judiciary'
Commission announced that
offset the sun's dehydrat'
address before a meeting of the Donald A. -Dentinger had acAs a final word, it's wise American Bar Association ir
effec
cepted the position of Public
to sta, in the shade until your St. Louis will be covered the Administrator and Fred L. TanIf
completely.
burn has healed
same day, Aug. 10, in a one ner had been hired as Regional
your burn was severe, your skin 'tour prime time report on CBS Planning Administrator. Dent
may remain ultra-sensitive to TV. NBC-TV previously an- inger
direct federal fundit would- awry
iimagightlaL.arawsaLilialiki.--. preredures ter-state.
Remember, you not only look speech live at noon EDT.
agencies. Tanner will re
your best with a moderate tan.
view the Regional Crime Coun
but it's best for you.
cil's plans for upgrading law
Big stretch
enforcement.
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) - The
nation's supennarkets will use
Letter To The Editor enough
Minority business firms are
packaging film on meat
the business." The VA
"getting
form
to
'year
this
and produce
for or is in the
contracted
has
stretcha band 15 inches wide
Dear Editor..
the moon process of negotiation for $2.5
to
earth
the
from
ing
Sorrow is a very common thing
million worth of goods from
back, says a firm
in this life Job, taking liberty of and
minority-owned firms.
film.
packaging
makes
which
complaint, says, "Although afflictions cometh not forth of the
dust, neither doeth trouble spring
out of the ground; Yet man is
born unto trouble, as the sparks
fly upward" Job 5:6-74. Psalm
. saSsis "1 amso troubled Itiat I
74
cannot speak" As a young boy, I
lived in a village where everyone
knew each other. The day I am
thinking of was pleasant; flowers
blooming and birds singing. The
village seemed to be in perfect
peace. Sorrow, for an hour, had
vanished from the earth. Then,
suddenly, that perfect peace was
disturbed with the news that a
young mother had just been
killed in the village, when an
electric heater toppled into the
bath tub where she was bathing.
Sorrow filled' the hearts of
everyone and the seeming day of
perfect peace was gone. Only
faith in Jesus, His power and
promise: "I will give you rest".
can free hearts of such sorrow
People call it death: but ar
angel,
Came from the Sunrise land;
Relentlessly wooed, and wor
her;
His ring placed on her hand;
Through the Sunset Gates
•
together:
From Mortal's shadowed
strand;
They strolled in a pease unh.,
broken,
r
Into The Eternal Land
.
;
•
:he"
By Avery Courtney
V!b41';
• • •
General view of Yintgay (uppers
Switch
BEFORE AND AFTER
popniation 20.000 and zituatn1 in the Andes Mountains in
11:8Pt/RT. (Ire.
Peru. ts shown thapreki aftei it was destroyed by a mudslide
remodeled reotattratd-hotel here
.
following thart—dtrastrous e:iithetinhke. Most of the toissn's
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JANE PARKER RYE
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Brownies
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Open 7 Days A Week
Until Midnight for your shopping convenience.
DOUBLE STAMPS all day Tues. & Wed.
We redeem U.S. Gov't Food Stamps

Who Would Win Elections
If No One Went To Polls
processes that make no provision for scoreless ties.
Better to Face Up Now
Admittedly, any effort to deal
with the matter will generate
controversy. But it will be far
better to face up to the issue
now than to wait until a
voteless election actually occurs
and find ourselves confronted
with a constitutional crisis.
One political scientist with
whom I discussed the situation
said he favored amending
election laws to permit suddendeath overtime periods.
"Let us say that the legal
voting hours are from 7 a.m. to
7 p.m.," he said. "If no ballot
is cast for any candidate before
the closing hour, the election
goes into overtime and the polls
remain open. The first candidate who gets a vote wins."
Such an approach would have
the advantage of simplicity, but
it does not get down to the
the
point
of
fundamental
problem.
Root Question
For the root question that
concerns us here is: Should we
continue to rely on an allvolunteer electorate, or should
we adopt some form of voter
By RICK DU BROW
adequate
insure
to
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—A dog- draft
fight is shaping up between turnouts at the polls?
for I personally am convinced
NBC-TV
and
CBS-TV
the that creation of a selective
in
ratings supremacy
pivotal Monday night program suffrage system would be the
competition during the season most fair way ,of recruiting
voters. A drawing would be
that starts this fall.
The Monday night schedule held before each election to
has long been the power center etermine which registrants
ofCBS-TV's prominence in the '11 be required to vote.
ragings. And despite all the It will be argued, of course,
talk of the opposition netowrks at compulsory ballot-marking
about focustng on the 1849 age (dates civil liberties. • In
group in home audiences, any inciples, however, drafting
broadcast organization would oters is no different from
be happy to have any of CBS- afting candidates, which alTV's Monday prime time series ays has been condoned under
ur political system.
in its lineup.
From start to finish, the And anyone who conscienpower lineup for CBS-TV again iously objects to voting mathis fall on Mondays will be toes would be permitted to
il in absentee ballots from
"Gunsmoke," the Lucille Ball
series, "Mayberry R.F.D.," ffie Canada.
Doris Day Show'and the Carol
Burnett Variety Hour. Each of
these programs ranks very high WAF
in the national Nielsen Ratings.
NBC-TV, however, will really
be putting the test to CBS-TV
on Mondays come September.
For the NBC-TV lineup on that
night, from start to finish, will
be the Red Skelton Show, By EDWARD K. DELONG
picked up from CBS-TV and cut
WASHINGTON (UPI) —If
to half an hour; "Rowan and you haven't noticed, women in
Martin's Laugh-In," and the the Air Force (WAFs) are
Monday Night Movies.
wearing their skirts shorter this
Skelton was dropped by CBS- year and credit for the change
network goes to WAF Director Col.'
the
because
TV
believed he didn't appeal to the Jeanne Holm..
but NBC-TV, Outside the service, however,
18-49 group,
despite its emphasis on the hemlines are falling. So Col.
same audience, obviously felt Holm has turned her fashionhe was still such a potent conscious eye toward the midi
entertainment institution that it and the maxi.
could get mileage out of him. She says the prospects of
her
give
Even when he was bounced by another
change
---CIMTIP7Streturr- ranked .very'Ittertrrtareg,".- bet---rftr Watt
near the top of the national predicts by next fall that
ratings, steadily.
uniform lengths will drop again
"Laugh-In," of course, is for the ladies under a revised
another series that is enor- set of regulations. She forecasts
the retention of near-mini lengths
popular. 'And
mously
movies invariably draw a good for those who like them plus a
share of the home audience, new and lower maximum
although they are usually length for women trying to
stronger at the start of a keep pace with civilian tyles.
season, when networks lead off
Takes Charge of WAF
with big pictures, that at the
Since she took charge of WAF
end, when they are down to the five years ago, Col. Holm —
level of "Frankenstein Turns on chic, blond and stylist —has
the Wolf Man."
been working to make their
The smallest commercial uniforms more fashionable.
network, ABC-TV, which has "Right now," she said in a
continually been demolished on recent interview, "we're having
Monday nights, doesn't figure nightmares about - skirts +ping
to do much better in the down. I don't just have to
coming season with entries like worry about my own two
The Young Lawyers" and wardrobes —civilian and milita"Silent Force," a crime tale. ry. I have to worry about the
However, ABC-TV's weekly pro wardrobes of 15,000 women.
football games on Monday ''We're not going to go mod,
nights may stir some added to lead the pack (of civilian
fashion)," she said. "But we're
interest.
From an intramural industry not going to be out of fashion,
just like
viewpoint, though, there will be either. Women
particular interest in whether change."
Shelton, the CBS-TV reject, can
Last November Col. Holm
unseat another longtime staple issued a new set of regulations
on the network that let him go allowing shorter skirts —to one
last season, "Gunsmoke." For inch above the knee in most
both shows will be head-on cases —and setting the maxicompetitors, and you can bet mum length at the bottom of
Skelton would love to give CBS- the knee. For women "with the
TV something to remember configuration to justify it," a
maximum length of two inches
him by.
above the knee was adopted.
Male Officer Approves
"That means," one approving
male officer said, ''women who
are young, slender and have
good looking legs."
Who decides which women
can wear skirts two inches
above the knee? The regulations say: "Look in the mirror
and, above all, be honest with
yourself," leaving the decision
r to
r
each woman.
In the same style revision
tAmINAJTING —To make fire' Col. Holm approved shoulderonitive cotton %intim% shades.
hair
nun Cihrie to Tontine afthesive Tength hair and Afro
hid.' cloth ,Work from center styles. But she said "skirt
outer etig441 mu 11,14` liner length probably is the most
ivr a4 proofing rioth. Leave controversial subject involving
-inch strip at top of shade
women's uniforms at this
och ;Or later use in
tittie."
g shaife to rofkr
By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON UPI) —Suppose we had an election and
nobody came. In other words,
suppose that all of the voters
stayed home that day. How
would the winner be determined?
This apparently is one of
those contingencies that our
founding fathers overlooked and
that subsequent electoral reformers have let slide. Yet such a
possibility no longer can be
safely ignored.
In a recent Virginia primary,
fewer than 10 per cent of the
voters materialized at the polls
and voter apathy appears to be
rampant in other areas.
The nation simply cannot
afford to continue to muddle
along under archaic election
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proposal for the Middle Fast: the .puclear. aircraft carrier "Ev*ry war ends by surren- her husband, Charlie Stone:
•
-We are strong enough not to Dwight D. Eisenhower
d
negotiation and, since daughter, M • Noble
flaway; granfison, .James DunP • dictates, NewportNews,Aug. 15.
e or(
there willbe no surrender in
from enemies or friends. butt Defense Secretary Melvin R. Indochina,.1 suggest that we naway; great grandson. David
we are not strong enough in the; laird will be the main -speaker inittate real negotiation now, Lynn Dunnaway; sister, -Mrs
. than
thousands of Dolphus Lawrence: • brothel.
.to _forego our allies. at the ceremony. The $510 rather
_
. long ruin.
.
•
-Lassiter even if 6e•.ii.tefltiOn of this million ship will be built ovet_ casualties later," Percy safrin
"1
ise
comprom
senatespeechMonday
illiance involves
the next five years

Injures Youth

Federal State
Market Report

Hogancamp ..

Olson Arrangements
Remain Incomplete

Hot ...

Christian County
Votes To Stay Wet

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Today's Stock
Market.

Wranglers Club To
Have Horse Show

swANNis MARKET
MEATS

3/39'

GREEN BEANS

Robert I. Parrish
Dies In Paducah

PORK & BEANS 2/49

Dr. Doran

viREATIES

ENERGY-PACKED
WHOLE WHEAT FLAKES

Mrs. Rodie Stone
Rites Held Today

35'

oar
.

.

HAM ib.59

Bacon
691

WHF S ORANGE JUICE

'CREAM PIES

ef''•

3/$1"

INSTANT

EA

UP•' .

_,.......

. -

TASTER'S CHOICE

1

._ .,

r
USED
GOOD
Single door with !re
the top. Phone Pt
$9046 after 4:00 p.m.
WANTED SOMEON
over payment of
month on air-condit
ly two months old_
9444.
16 FOOT RUN-A-!
with 40 h.p. Johnson
trailer. Rae elects
One Olive 77 tractor
disc. One HDT-W M
or Dozer, 14488.
8868 days, and 753-3
ATTU, BROWNING
Safari grade, with 3scope end Redfield
eluding about 100
AU in perfect condi
$5. Phone Paris,
5813 after 5 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE, 1969
CC. Excellent cowl
miles, 1460.00. Phon,
TWO BEAGLE dogs,
Phan 4894262.
CONN ALTO saxoph,
lent condition. Phon
anytime.
HORSE. Phone 75.7--1
Richard 0. Woods
p. m.
COIN COLLECTION:
pennies, nickels, din
era, and helves. Call
WHITE Toy Poodbul
ered, $75.00. Phone I
753-46141.-

1969 MOBILE HOME,
central air. Two bedr
ing room. Loan can b•
Phone 753-1548 after

TOY POODLE puppie
gistered. Champagne
00 each. Inquire be
hours of 7:00 and 900
- 8202.
BALDWIN PIANt..-.. rent i10 inchthly, re
to purchase. Used Spi
and organs. Lonarda F
pany, "Your Cotnple
Store". Paris and lits
nessee.

ROSE BROCADE Ii
couch. Good conditi
753-3171.

99

I

FACTORY BUILT
over track camper.
$875.00. Phone 753-7

Whole Fryers .1b25-4

2/49'

PEANUT BUTTER

roa BALI OR Xi
111',
Maar. le'
?ham 711141011 or

FOURTEEN FOOT
with new 9% Evinri:
$475.00. 15 foot Fibe
about with 60 HP Jo
tor and trailer, $1175
436-6534.

2/49
rft 2 for
Pineapple Tidbits 55

Final Rites Held
Mrs. Davenport

Pelt SAL

Minute Steaks '1°9

ACKEREL -

Hunts TOMATO SAUCE

Quotes
News

Round Steak ,,139;

29'

BEETS

One Car ...

*

pixac nrrmad

HOT PEPPER
VINEGAR
PICKLING SPICE
FRESH PEACHES

MISSOURI CANTALOUPES

-- Charcoal and Charcoal Lighter

USED ADMIRAL col<
ple console, $9950
Music Center. Phone

mm, automatic tom
trot, only $80 00; la
Vectron'.c flash, re
seconds, $15.00; Daj
/cider projection sere
set of 8 series sever
ten with case, cost c
only $18.00. Phone 7
fore 8:00 p.
SPILL something on
rug? Try Blue LAIIIIM
a shampooer for $1
K.

OWNER LEAVING
sell everything. Was
diehwasher, stove, d
and chairs, console s
book taw two bedr
one queen size plus
tiqued office size oak
mower, andirons, •
other items. May be
Irvin Ave. Phone: '

TRACTOR MOWER
puppies. Call 753-3

14 FOOT &Junkman
with 18 RP Johnsoo
Minot condition. W
cheap. Phone 4364

KEEP carpets beaut
footsteps of a busy
Blue Lustre. Rent ela
pooer $1. Western
of 'The Wising

LOST • PO

LOST: Black white
Iron Bobby Mild
three miles north 01
Penny Road. Phone

sa*vicus or

BLACIfil
DRIVEIVA1

Cantr
Paving

PRIM RSTIM

753.41

_

•••
•••••••••••••••11•••••• •••••
,....•••••••A••

••

2.

NM MUCH

THE

LEDGER

&

WEDNESDAY-JULY 29, 1970

TIMES = MURRAY. KENTUCKY

POI SALE

roa

SALI OR MT: Howe
elliMe, VI z S1', •81 soda.
Plisse 7111.7104 or 7113423L
Anguitl-C
FACTORY WELT 10 fl cab
over truck camper. Sleeps tour.
$675.00 Pbooe 753-7850. TFC
refrigerator.
USED
GOOD
Single door with freezer across
the sop. Phone Puryear 247
TFNC
$9949 atter 4:00 p.a.

Aff
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections M 195 and
26.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement of accounts was on
July 27, 1970 filed by Louise
Bynum, A.dministratrix of the
estate of Dees Bynum, Dec'd,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on
or before August 24, 1970 or
be forever barred_
Witness my hand this 27th
day of July, 1970.
------ By: Marvin Harris,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
BY: Judith Ainley, D C

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SAL.

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

THIS BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom
ACT NOW
brick located at 1610 Park-lane
CHOICE DEVELOPMENT
A newly decoarted interior
SITE
Drive has been reduced in price
2 bedroom
$1,000. This house is 4 jeers
Four bedroom home with 2 sets off this
on a large
Situated
14
home.
Has
new.
,
like
basement
is
foil
but
old
bath room,
A Series of
only
located
and
lot
with
shady
cabinets
nice
of
Situatlots
baths,
central heat and air.
MSU at 314
range, disposal, air-conditioned on I acres of choice land, 3 blocks front
16 FOOT RUN-A-BOLTT boat
g availed, TV tower, extra nice drapes,
adjacent to the city limits. South 15th. Financin
with 40 h.p. Johnson motor and
able. Selling for $12,800.00.
owners are leaving
natdrive,
and
,
paved
sewerage
and
Water
starter.
trailer. Has electric
KY. LAKE WAY!
town in early August, act now
ural gas available. Excellent
One Olive 77 tractor and 8 foot
Close to the Blood River area
sorry.
involie
be
zoning
or
ao
nt,
investme
disc. One 11D7-W Allis Chambof Ky. Lake, a real attractA NEW 3-bedroom house on
ed.
er Doser, 14488. Phone 753ately
we 3 bedroom and a 2 acre
approxim
near
200',
by
brick
130
lot
A four bedroom
ISIS daya, and 753-3470 nights.
located
1 mile west on Lynn Grove
the high school site. 2 bed- lot. This home is
Rehighway. Lots of extra large
rooms, sunken living room, very close to Irvin Cobb
Ridge Subshade, heated garage with door
formal dining area, excellent sort and Center
RW12, BROWNING .263 cal.,
posseswith remote control opener,
floor plan, double garage, division. Immediate
Safari grade, with 3-9x Redfield
dishwasher,
sion. Only $13,650.00.
carpet,
nice
home
This
invery
patio.
large
mounts,
very
Redfield
and
scope
OWNERS LEAVING!
disposal, 2 full ceramic tile
also has central heat and air
cluding about 100 cartridges.
showKirkwood, this 1% story
1520
and
tub
have
lawn.
both
ed
landscap
baths,
well
Price
•
and
.
All in perfect condition
brick veneer ofpaved
bedroom
air,
3
and
a
heat
in
d
central
intereste
are
or,
If you
.$225. Phone Paris, Tenn. 642plan
drive. You must see the interquality home see this one. fers an excellent floor
A-1-NC
5813 after 5 p.m.
Brick and stone Intne featur- Spacious entry, extra large,
ior of this house to really aproom, kitchen
MOTORCYCLE 1969 BSA 250
preciate it. This house is priced
ing 3 bedrooms, full base- sunny living
and den, '2 baths, garage,
lot sold for alThe
room,
$22,500.
CC. Excellent condition. 2500
dining
at
formal
ment,
PO
HWY
WANTWO
SALE
POE SALE
AUTOS
builtNOTICS
miles, $460.00. Phone 753-7342
most one-third of this price.
2% baths, fireplace in the central heat and air,
A-3-C
In accordance with Kentucky 12811 JEEP, four vrbeal drive.
recreation in range, dishwasher, hard
BEAUTIFUL 4-bedroom brick
room,
family
LOGS AND standing timber.
shrubs,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 - and
on Dudley Drive. Has 2 bedroom, double garage, large wood floors, kits of
has two Nos Cell
For Sale: Lumber, slabs, and
TWO BEAGLE dogs, year old. 23.200. Notice is hereby given low mileage,
on the
Check
two
drive.
with
paved
up
2
and
grill
down
TVC
electric
rooms
with
amide&
tsvreoo. •
sawdust. Murray Saw Mill and
loan
Phone 489-8262.
ble
transfera
e
attractiv
that a report of Final settlebaths, Extra nice winding
pleasliving
full
for your outdoor
Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
UNIQUE DESIGN!
accounts was on
1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 327,
stairs, central heat and air, carure. All electric, city school
CONN ALTO saxophone. Excel- ment of
TFC-C
July 27, 1970 filed by Vir- automatic, power steering and
ma and scroothing extra in the
district. Let us show you this Luxury and quality combinlent condition. Phone 762,-2581
of brakes, factory air, good tires,
an
A-3-C Mnia K. Brocks, Executrix
outstanding home. Would ed to offer ideal living in
to buy vegeta- lifetime, pre-finished hardwood
WM
WOULD
anytime.
extra rnce 3 bedroom brick
large 2-car garage.
the Estate of Herbert Brooke, low mileage. Phone 753-4516
extra
floors,
75343030
trade.
a
Call
mond&
for
fueseleg
bles
a very
TFNC
HOME. Phone 75Z;411117 de see Dec'd.,
after 6:00 p.m.
TFNC utility, range, dishwasher, die.
NI acre farm located on High- Added features are
after 3:00 p. es
macious den with pecan panlot with curb, gutRichard 0. Woods after 5:0Q e.socisthot the same has been
large
apse!,
north
miles
2
about
641
way
J-aMO aPRoved by the Calloway Co- 1968 PONTIAC Catalina four
-place, 2 baths,
WANT TO buy corn fel tree& ters, underground wiring, in
p. m.
of Murray, adjacent to in- eling and fit
Excellent condirange,
unty Court and ordered filed door hardtop.
ing. Also have for sale rabbits. city s hool district. This house
ckistrial property. Practical- central heat and air,
1964
1201
at
Prior
ION:
See
COLLECT
mileage.
COIN
1-304 is pri.ed at cnly $36,000.
to lie over for exceptions. Any tion. Low
Phone 135-5565.
is tillable dishwasher, disposal, refrigfarm
'the
of
ly
all
quart1-20-P
dimes,
pennies, nickels,
person desiring to file any ex- West Main.
and in a high state of pro. orator-freezer, and draperies.
ON RYAN AVENUE just 1
WANT TO BUY good used stove
ers, and halves. Call 753-9721 ception thereto will do so on
$ and assume this
from University Campus
block
Fairlane, 30,000
ductivity. 800' highway front- Save
753FORD
1964
Phone
A-304
and refrigerator.
or before August 24, 1870 or mike._ See at 103 South 12th
at 5 3 4% loan.
this nice 3-bedroom brick
ble
K4
aneValla
irc
Finatici
age.
3,7IT
LAKIN ON KY.
barred. Tfvbigand kitoreijrueLhur.
J-30-P
,
eottt
13%
WHITE Toy Poodle AlIC riest- be- forever
vacant)
26 lots price range 6800.tili to
my hand' this 27Ca
now
Witness
house
This
or
chen.
753-7590
4
Phone
as'.
$75.00.
ered,
HELP WANTED
One 12 acre wafer
PLYMOUTH coupe, goodl
1-31-C day of July, 1970.
and owners will consider any
On-Herlb...ifft..ltraef ems; 53,000-00.
753-4616,
.One 37 acre lake
.
! Hotel, a front track
By: Marvin
fruit the settees
running condition, phone 7553WANTED: Male, 25 to 40 'earl reasonable bid.
1-30-P
County Court Clerk,
" las with a view track. One 20 acre track
large bassos
1969 MOBILE HOME, 60' x 12'
0629.
for permanent employment, LOOKING for a . nice home on
that would make prime lake
Calloway County,
central air. Two bedrooms, din5% days week. Salary open. Lo- large shady lot near church and
frame house, sis,00q.00.
CORVAIR, three-speed
1965
Kentucky
3.6 front property with some exing room. Loan can be assumed
and merchan- down town area, close to school
Sales
only
firm.
and
cal
Ideelly
located
or
753-7137
factory air. Phone
BY: Judoh Ainley, D C
Phone 753-1548 after 5:00 p. m.
tilting Write giving full re- and not far from University,
miles west of the city limits, cavation.
1-30-C
1-31-C
BUSINESS PROPERTY
1TP 753-2669.
sume to P.O. Box 32B Mur- with two nice apartments to
a 26 acre farm. Fenced, deep
1 have approximately 300 feet
see us.
should
is
with
you
truck
TIC
then
This
.
rent
on
Kentucky
barn.
one-t
pole
amid
ray,
well,
DODGE
1961
reTOY POODLE puppies, AKC
oh
NOTICE
This hous would be an excellent
one of the nicest farms we of B-3 zoned property
side boards. Excellent condigistered. Champagne color, $50.WANTED: one cook, good work- Income to rent it ail or rent the
North 6th one Mock from
ac.
5:00
after
Kentucky
with
ce
all
753-5889
In
accordan
years-am
in
had
have
Phone
tion.
00 each. Inquire between the
square. A very *xing conditions. Room and board two apartments and let it make
A4-C
Statutes, Sections 25 195 and p. m.
reoge, close in. They are rein- the count
hours of 7:00 and 9:00 p. m., 753d call Bill your payments, live for free.
One large
intereste
If
location.
available.
cellent
sure
so
be
find
to
hard
given
,
)
i
hereby
is
J-31-C 25.200: Notice
Willis
8202.
A4-C WE HAVE 3 houses and 14 acCherry 753-7707.
brick building in fine condithat a report of Final settle- 1948 4-WHEEL drive
this one.
about
call
to
homes.
Jeep. Vinyl top, excellent conat Lynn Grove that
166 acres adjoining the city tion, two large frame
BALDWIN PIANo.: -ed organs, ment of accounts was on
WANTED: Ladies, full or part res of land
733-8904
farm land, Can be bought for less than
bought separate or tobe
yeroileto
can
iimite.
July 27, 1970 filed by Ethel dition, $500.00. Phone
rent TIO monthly, rent applies
once
at
available
position
time
141-C
of the
m.
large brick house
126 WM tillable. Railroad the price of [Much
to purchase Used Spinet Pianos Mae Paschall, Executrix of the after 5:00 p.
with highly progressive com- gether. The
available vacant commercial
the small twowater
acres,
two
frontage,
and
highway
and organs. Lonarda Piano Com- estate of Herbert Hill, Dec'd., 1969 BUICK Skylark four door
and
opn
promotio
p-sm. Excellent
land. Why not take adventbrick and % acre or
and that the same has been hardtop with factory air and
pany, "Your Complete Musk
and sewer available.
portunities. Apply in person at bedroom
age of this oppoottrnity.
house
older
The
$6500.
for
more
D
REDUCE
Store" Paris and Martin, Ten- approved by the Calloway Co- all power. Vinyl roof. 1968
31
Holiday Inn, Friday, July
NEW HIGH SCOOL
$5500.
H-J-31-C unty Court and ordered filed
for
lot
shady
large
and
built
well
nessee
very
a
In
Factory
Hazel,
from 10:00 a. m. til 2:00 p. in.
Buick Electra Limited.
WE WILL NOT
40
CONSTRUCTION
UNDER
with
land
of
acres
10
lie over for exceptions Any allt• and oll power. Just like
The
to
lot.
large
a
on
brick building
J-30-C
FOURTEEN FOOT Jon Boat person desiring to file any exbe used as a clean-op A choice selection of buildThis tic use w uld be excellent
Taylor
Can
and
Cain
new
brand
motor,
BE
OLD
UNDERS
Evinrude
with new 94
rids el r„ad (rcrt The large
ception thereto will do so on Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
shop, service station, dry tug lots are available. Large
AUTOS POE SALE
Ext.
$47500 15 foot Fiberglass runtrick w,th barns and 2 acres of
or before August 24, 1970 or Main.
gocds store, paint store-just 120' x 198' on Sycamore
1-31-C
moabout with 60 HP Johnson
barred.
land Lc $12,500.
may sa,soss. Buy one now and be ready
be
forever
anything.
about
tor and trailer. $1175.00. Phone
for the cpening of the new
nanee these places.
Witness my hand this 27th 1969 CHEVY Malibu, two door
00.
1-31-C
New Datsun
436-5534
NEAR Tennessee state line on
day of July, 19'70.
hardtop. Burgandy with beige
If you desire to retire to a Murray High School. Financquiet 40 acre lama with a lag available to qualified buy121 highway we have 3-bedroom
By: Marvin Harris,
vinyl roof. Factory air and
ROSE BROCADE living room
Skylark four
15 acres of land with
and
Buick
house
Clerk,
1968
Court
County
power.
Phone
Trade-Ins
modern 2 bedroom house, we
condition
couch. Good
long highway front, has good
Calloway County,
door sedan with factory air,
1-31 P
have the perfect place. Lo. Large office kw* -.Pent 5
753-3171.
well, barn, utility, full bath,
power steering and brakes, tintKentucky
cated close to the lake and rooms, ground levee, % block
hardwood floors, electric heat
ed gine Burgandy with black
USED ADMIRAL color TV, MaBY: Judith Ainley, DC
well off the main road, from court square.
1968 Opel-Sport Coupe, extra and priced at $16,000.
1TP vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf
ple console, $9950 at Leach's
where privacy is interrupted Max "Buddy' Sykes is now
nice, red finish, $1295.00
ably by wig:spool-asps. Also is licensed salesman with
WE HAVE two new houses unStation. Corner BUTIIMt and
Music Center. Phone 753-7573
3-31-C
A-4-C
der' construction on Richerson
Mein.
Included: a seal sins weis--Eucker Real Estate. He end
NOTICE
1967 OPEL-StatIon.Wagon, just off Sycamore andS
.;‘,1112
SERVICES OPPOSED
an acne house in fair eon- I want to assist you with all
In accordance with Kentucky
fiat.,yr. o,
saw
xrmelit;
-Ind e geed term. On- -Paw- Raga Uwe.Ai...da•
25175Setiffentr
sesweilalltruck. 1967 Cortina seran, Et7-• CARPIDITIFF: new or
To list or buy-give us a try.
rnm, automatic exposure conluggage rack, 29,000 miles, central heat and air, carpet, gab $12,000.00.
Notice is hereby given tomatic transmission. Dandy lit- kat Tee tree estimates call
25.200:
"300"
Ultima
00;
$60
could
only
you
trol,
once
at
nice,
bought
If
$1195.00.
rage.
settleof Final
tle girls car old woman's car Hawley Bury 492-8120.
fSectrcroc flash, recyles in 3 that a report
choose your colors, and carpet.
A-11-C
of accounts was on
either one. Cain and Taylor
seconds, $1500; Daylight lent- ment
1943 VW, local car, clean, WE HAVE 40 acres with good
by MauMid
1970
27,
and
July
6th
of
Corner
$15.00Station.
screen,
n
Gulf
icular projectio
5-bedroom house, has new kit$595.00
1-31-C SAWS FILED, lawn mowers mad
- rine Geibel, Admiiaistratrix of Main.
set of 8 series seven photo -Id
chen, bath, new well, 35 acres
appliances repaired and
anal
Newport,
M.
H.
of
estate
the
$45.00
ten with cam, cost over
of this land is under cultivation,
four door yard tools sharpened. 512 It
ER
CHRYSL
1967
Dec'd.,
be
only $18.00. Phone 753-2778
and South 12th Street Phone 119-I 1964 CHEVROLET Super balance timber. Has large shaair
factory
with
been
has
hardtop
same
the
that
and
A-3-NC
Sport, automatic in console, dy yard, several outbuildings,
fore 8:00 p. m.
Vinyl 0087.
approved by the Calloway Co- power. Real low mileage.
local car, nice, 1795.00.
carpet, utility, and priced at
SPILL something on that new unty Court and ordered filed roof. 1967 Buick LaSabre four
&AMMO and flab&
$22,000.
Office Phone 753-4342
rug? Try Blue Lustre and rent to lie over for exceptions Any door hardtop with factory air FLOOR and old
nOOTS. won 1964
now
WE HAVE some of the nicest
CHEVELLE Malibu SS.
a shampooer for $1.00 at Big person desiring to file any ex- and power. Vinyl roof. Cain int
e
experienc
years
25
A-1-C ception thereto will do so on and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- guaranteed,
Home Phone 753-5020
red finish, special wheels, building lots in town in the
Broach and Glendale Subdivi1-31-C John Taylor, Wing% Kentucky,
6th and Main.
of
er
or
1970
stereo,
24,
clean,
$795.00.
August
before
or
376-2906
Route 2, 42088; phone
OWNER LEAVING town. Must
sions, also on Sherrie Lane rangforever barred.
A MULTIPLE LISTING REALTOR j
Augast,7-C
sell everything. Washer, dryer, be
ing in price from $3154)..
1965 DODGE Dart two door
27th
this
hand
my
Witness
dishwasher, stove, dining table
hardtop GT. 1965 Chevrolet Im- PROFESSIONAL Painting. In- 1963 CHEVROLET 4 door, Bel WANT a hideaway then you
July, 1970.
and chairs, console stereo, large day of
should see this 75 acres with
pala convertible. 1985 Pontiac
Air, automatic, $545.00
and exterior. References
Marvin Harris,
By:
suite',
bedroom
two
e, Mai sirs hardtoss. terior
Bonnevill
book case,
firgabed_ house stirpartiall;
.
7534488.
Phone
POE RENT
k
CohnIss- rourf Clerk,
Free mittrnata
rounded by woods, good road.
one queen size plus linens, anCain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Aut-17-C
County,
Calloway
1963
4
LET,
door
1-31-C
CHEVRO
Main.
lawn
desk,
Not far from lake, lots of pines, OFFICE SPACE in National THREE BEDROOM house, cartiqued office size oak
Corner of 6th and
Kentucky
Impala, automatic, $595.00. priced at $12,500.
IMNOME
mower, andirons, and many
MOBILE
TE
COMPLE
Hotel. minimum, 600 feet Heat port, carpeted, air conditioned
1 1966 FORD Fairlane 500 two PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
BY: Judith Ainley, DC
IF YOU have Iroperty to sell and air conditioner furnished. Available now. Located 1821
other items. May be seen MA
automatic,
V-8,
hardtop.
1TIS
door
Irvin Ave. Phone. 733-8811.
Repairs all makes and 1910 BUICK Rivera, hard top then list it "sent ROBERTS Remodel to snit tenant. Coo- Farmer Ave. If laterested call
power steering. 1806 Chrysler Home
J-30-NC
toupeevinyl top, air and REALTY and receive the advan- taM Ed Frank Kirk at Dinguide Mayfield 247-3391.
Call day or night Calmodels.
with
nice
Real
car.
300. Local
dis- '
power, extra nice, $2295.00. tage of the multiple hating proLong
205-7553.
City
vert
NOTICE
and
Cain
Beagle
power.
and
and
HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call
TRACTOR MOWER
factory air
gram. Call 753-1651 or come by
collect. Fast efficTFNC
or 753-3685.
puppies. Call 753-3528. J-M-C ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of taws cell
e cost 1968 DATSUN, ton pick-up, 505 Main, we like to talk Real THREE-BEDROOM bricS on 753-1272,
reasonabl
at
service
1-31-C
ient
C. 6th and Main.
131-C 312 Irvah Phone 492-8283.
Estate.
TIC
lot.
Private
HOME.
14 FOOT aluminum fishing boat vice, Box 213, Murray. Ky.,
MOBILE
3
to choose from, real
1-20-C
313-2468
$69.00 per month. Phone 733with 18 HP Johnson motor. Ex- H. Sanders. Phone
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four
acre
economy
$1295.00
trucks,
one
acres,
106
OWNER:
BY
orto
STAMPS made
1-30-C
cellent condition. Will sell reel Farmington, Kentucky
door hardtop with factory air RUBBER
tobacco base, 14 acres corn base; TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished 8333.
service. I9
Aug.-21-C
I4C Bonneville,
cheap. Phone 436-2154. 1-29-C
63,PONT
and all power. 1963 Oldsmobile der. Fast efficient
heat,
t,
central
duplex
apartmen
frame
room
five
Also
0.
$12,000.0
Monday and
door, hard top, air and house on three acres,. $7,000.00. air conditioned, carpeted, stove THREE-BEDROOM
furnished
98, four dbor hardtop, SUM like Phone 435-4238
KEEP carpets beautiful despite REDUCE safe and fast with Goand all pow• Saturday and after 5:30 p.m.
air
Factory
power,
new
c,
extra
automati
J-30-(l house with living room, kitch"water
on Blood River Phone 753-8067.
100'
x
100'
Lot
Lamb's
footsteps of a busy family. Ray Base Tablets and E-Vap
Friday.
through
StaTuesday
three college
clean, $695.00
er. Cain and Taylor Gulf
reduced to $900.00. Phone 428- FOUR-ROOM furnished house en and bath for
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- pills" Holland Drug. 11-1-20-P
Route 7, Box
girls for fall semester. All utiltion. Corner of 6th and Main Rubber Stamps,
1-31-C
-NC
130
5534.
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
neat
very
for married students,
1-31-C 45, kihrray.
BELTONE factory fresh hearities furnishned., One block
1969 DATSUN,4 door Sedan 96
of -The Wishing Well." 1-25-C
and clean. $80.00 per month from University. Phone 753ing aid batteries for all make
the
by
,
bush-hogging
with
DO
brick
WILL
M
two
BEDROO
THREE
Impala
h.p.,
head
11th
over
cam engine,
1963 CHEVROLET
Electric beats 409 South
A4-C
hearing aids. Mollie Drugs.
LOST & POUND
hour or the acre Sherrill Outup to 30 miles per gallon. 2 all the extras. Phone 753-4516 Street Phone 753-4684 or 753- 4974.
H-1TC door hardtop. Real sharp, V-0
A-3-C
TFNC
733-3788.
land,
p.m.
6:00
station
after
1-30-C TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished
to choose from, $1395.00.
automatic. 1962 Buick
8298.
LOST: Black white face cow
from Bobby Mitchell's farm, CASH AND CARRY: Stock mov -wagon with air and power. We FOR ALL your home alteraTWO - BEDROOM frame house FOUR ROOMS and bath, also duplex apartment, central heat,
e.
mg Sale. Thousands of yards have a few fishing $100.00 cars. tions, repairs, remodeling, etr, 1913
three miles north of Penny
on North 8th Street. Den, ga- three rooms and bath, 3% miles air conditioned, carpeted, stove.
V.W.
special,
9445.(X)
carpet in stock. Good carpet, Cain *d Taylor Gulf Station new or old. Free estimates. Call
A-6-C
Penny Road. Phone 4804872.
rage, utility, dining area, air- from city limits on 121, south Phone 753-8067
J$1.50 sq yd. Some Hi-density Cornet' of 6th and Main. 1-31-C 753-6123.
A-31-C 1963 AMERICAN
painted.
newly
ed,
condition
Motor
on Concord Hwy. Phone 753- A LAKEFRONT cottage on Kenrubber back $1.99 sq. yd.; Other
A-1-C
SERVICIS OPPINIED
classic- 4door
station Phone 7537664.
4919 between 6:00 and, 8:00 p tucky Lake. Rent by day or
$2.99 sq yd Our best Hi-denwagon-local car, extra nice,
A-3-C
sity rubb r back, $3.95 sq. yd.
WANTED TO RENT
HOUSE an acre and one-half m. Adults only.
week. Phone,, 753-7573. 131-C
.0, •
$595.00
Also Dupont 501 No. 1 quality
lot. Five rooms and bath. Old A BEAUTIFUL large three-bedAM1.
44.
•
bedfour
or
:
three
WANTED
in 12 and 15 ft. width. Meets
()berry Corner Road. Ph o Be room lake front cottage on Ken1944
,
9
r
THANKS
and
PONTIAC
passenge
OF
CARD
room
dining
room house,
3-211-C
or exceeds F. H. A., $3.95 sq.
436-5615.
tucky Lake. See Ernest Turner
station wagon, automatic,
The family t the late Mrs
den. Phone Vanderbilt Clientyd Our heaviest shag No. 1
1-30-C Ruth Bradley acknowledges with
or call 753-7573.
air
ner,
7534171
at
conditio
luggage
ical, Mr. Shinners
quality, meets or exceeds F. II.
many
rack, special, 695.00.
or 753-2682 after 6 00 p.
A.. $3.95 sq. yd. Good pad,
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, air- deep appreciation the
JUST KEEPS WATCH
J-30-C
Mk sq. ya. and up. Paschall's
conditioning, and carpeting. floral tributes and many other
OTTAWA
-The
Cana(UPI)
goomi
Au- expressions of kindness evident
Discount House. Hazel:, Ky. 412- I
Lassiter-McKinney
dian Consumers Organization, a $9000 per month Available
at the time in thought and
after
141-P
753-5421
Phone
2
gust
FOR SALE OR TRADE
9733.
group keeping watch for price
Datsun
deeds A special thanks to Re'
1-31-C
m
p
500
increases, has notified its 40,000
THREE HOUSES, on black top
A L. Johnson, May God bless
FREE ESTIMATE
open til 8 p.m.
members that in September its FURNISHED bedroom, private each of you.
In New Concord, gimilpeky by
inbe
will
fee
e
hip
Sycamor
per
753-7114
members
entrance Ideal for working
G. R. Jones. Phone 436-2353
The family
SHOE STORE
creased from $3 to $4
1-31-C
son. Phone 753-5611
J-31-P
yr
WANTED SOMEONE to take
over payment of 225.00 per
month on air-conditioners, 0-1ly two months old. Phone 7531-304
0444.
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Tobacco Industry Called On To Unite In Program
by Jtm Russell
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Borrowin g
the State's motto and title of a
current popular song, "United
We Stand, Divided We Fall," the
Farmers Advisory
Burley
Council last week called on all
segments of the tobacco industry
to get together and work out its
problems.
passed
A
resolution
unanimously by the group
urgently requested that the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture immediately call
together the leadership of the
burley industry to develnn a
definite plan of action to obtain a
realistic tobacco program.
"'The burley farmer is just like u
man trying to go up a down
escalator-a lot of motion but no
movement." J. S. Stokes, Jr., a
Fayette County farmer
member of the group, said.
Pool holdings are at near
record levels; 55 percent of our
growers have just taken a 10
percent cut, reclucing allotted
acreage by only Ph percent; and
we are faced with the probability
of an even heavier cut of perhaps
up to 25 percent in 1971, Stokes
pointed out.
"I earnestly believe that unless
changes are made in our tobacco
program and made immediately,
we will nit have any program,"
he stressed.
Several of the growers at the
meeting pointed out that when
allotments are cut, yields per
acre go up through the use of
more nitrogen fertilizer.and other
cultural practices.
The burley growers also noted
that higher nicotine content in the
leaf goes hand in hand with
heavier nitrogen fertilization and
--that because laireioitine tacria
is in demand, the croas 1,41
nicotine nay one day soon be
splaced by a lighter type
tobacco.
Summing up the general mood
of the group, Ray Mackey, a
farmer from Sonora, said that "a
new control program must be a
fair one, regulating pounds and
allowing everybody to share in
allotments cuts or increases, and
it must be done quickly."
Louis Ison, Harrodsburg
fanner and president of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau, also
tressed speed in getting a new
program in front of the farmers.
"If we continue to build up pool
supplies and if additional tax
money goes into the tobacco price
support program, tobacco is
going to suffer more and more
disfavor in the eyes of Congress."
the farm leader waned.
Another Farm Bureau official,
William Balden, Danville farmer
and vice president and chairman
of the Farm Bureau Tobacco
Committee, summarized the
some 500 questionnaires filled in
by members of county Farm
Bureau tobacco committees at
the Farm Bureau's recent
regional meetings.
The survey showed that most
farmers feel that some sort of

ta

11

painted chairman of the new There is no one connected with tobacco, then let us substantiate
the tobacco industry from the this with research facts and say
research boaro.
"The number one goal of the plant bed to the finished product so. If there is scenething in
Tobacco Research Board,'that wants to be a part of har- tobacco that is harmful, then let
established by passage of HR 485, ming the health of any individual. us find it and remove the source
If there is nothing harmful in of trouble so that tobacco once
is to seek and find the truth.

for a sound tobacco program.
Farmers voted 5 to 1 that the
present program will not control
production, and almost all of
those answering the questionnaire felt that all allotments
should share in any future cuts or
increases.
The burley group also passed a
resolution
to
request
la warehousemen's participation
is and cooperation with farmers to
Is build a fund to fight anti-smoking
campaigns. The warehouseman,
with the farmer's permission,
would collect a dollar from each
crop marketed this fall.
A third resolution was approved which would register a
formal protest with the Federal
Aviation Administration and the
Federal Highway Transportation
Administration on these agencies' impending regulations
prahibiting smoking on public
conveyen ces.
In corn menting on the Council's
first resolution, Dr. Charles E.
Banhart, dean of the UK College
of Agriculture, said that the
certainly
would
College
recognize the importance of
burley to Kentucky's econom y
we in the College of Agriculture
are anxious to assist burley
farmers anyway we can in
solving the problems asepciated
with tobacco," the dean added.
Thomas 0. Harris, farmer and
state senator from Carroll
County and main speaker at the
meeting, said that begot a great
deal of courage and incouragement when the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare indicated recently that
-gaps in knowledge in the
tobacc4 and health question did
ecist and that research should be
conducted to fill in these gaps."
Harris, who is chairman of the
Senate Agriculture Committee
and spearheaded House Bill 486
atuch placed tvoant tax
catarets for tobacco and health
research. emphasized that
competent scientists must decide
the question. net figures and
statidics He recenUy was op,
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again might take its rightful
place in the economy of Kentucky
arid our Nation and that those
who find relaxation, enjoyment,
and satisfaction in tnoking may
do so without any reason for fear
of the consequesnces.' the
Senator said.
The Council is attempting to

find out if the U.S. Secretary of Congress may have to pass
Agriculture can call a special special enabling legislation for a
referendurn between now and referendum to be conducted after
January 1 to give growers a October 1 In February,however,
choice between the present the law states that a referendum
program or an alternative plan is mandatory to determine if
that will adequately control farmers want to keep the present
production and be fair to all program or do without a program
growers.
altogether.

The Burley Farmers Advisory
Council is urging the burley
leaders to unite behind a
program that will more effectively control production,
maintain crop quality, and
eliminate the danger of losing the
Price euPP0r1 program.
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Those pink lilies
appeared all over Li
Lilies. One day I
there and all of a
just jumped out of
bloom. Thus the
Lilies.

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
•HENREDON
• LA-Z-BOY
• KROEHLER

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL-USTING

•THOMASVILLE
r • FAIRFIELD
• OTHERS

•JAMISON
• DREXEL
•SEALY

MANY OTHER ITEMS NOT ADVERTISED!
Req.

JAMISON
EXTRA , FIRM

KING SIZE

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS

249"

Now

Reg. 40000
13 sots to sell)

129"

Standard Size
Reg. 200.00
-

Stowe, geld, green, loose
pillow beck quilted
Green Vectre Floral tapestry
type fabric, pillow bock
Brown on Beige Quitted floral
linen loose pillow beck
Gold tufted beck traditional
three cushion
Blue on white oilansesk butter,
back three cushion
Bronze colored velvet three
cushion loose pillow bock
Gold •iiid gram floral on bate
been LAW10.1 style
Martin, crushed velvet tufted
bee& tarred tuxedo
Heave Hawed beige, throe
cushien button beck tradition&
Early American linen Morel
maple trim
Prose.Wing-limels-earo
or almond ,green
Kroehler Early American
Olive Green Four Cashier,
Fairfield Tufted beck, lipid
crushed velvet
Kroiehler Spanish wood teles
oh•• floral
Johnson -Carper extra 1009
cittedon crushed velvet
Lawson style gold and olive
floral attached pillow-beck
Tutted bock treditiostel
celery textured fabric
Green, gold, and beige floral with olive
green contrast welt, loose cushion
_
Joiriesen-Corpos salmon floral
button beck traditional

Meatgootory Blue & Lime
Floral Wing Chair
1 Gold & Gf1141$ Crewel Print
Linen Wing Chair and Ottoman
1 Off White
Damask Strijse
1 Fairfield low Wick Spanish
BIm
White check
1 Slivercreft Celery Crushed
Velvet Button Bock
2 Gold lb Green
Tweed Lounge
1 Mastodon ,Cenrs beck Qireaci Awn
Decorator Choir . . 3

V2
V2

329.00
349.00

1/
2

349.00

/
1
2 Price

249.95

/
1
2 Price

199.50

/
1
2 Price

99.95

Y2

Price

230.00

V2

Price

229.95
41t 149.95
•149.95
235.00

YZT Price

215.00

/
1
2 Price

R.,;,tbifrof,:dt
w•stwood1
/
2 price

Price

299.00

1/2 Price

399.00

1/2

Rea.

/
1
2 Price

349.00

Drop Leaf Table, 1 Arm Choir, 3 Sides

Reg.
Jasper Spanish secretary
crown glass, pecan
I Stanley Spanish Bookcase
open shelves, pecan
1 3-Pc. Set French Prorinciel Tables,
2 cornodes, 1 cocktail
I Curio, Antique Green with
gold trim, glass shelves
2 Stanley benching cocktail
tables Antique white with slate top

Sole

349.95
349.95
349.95
499.95
349.95

4 Heavy

2
1

159"

Rocker-Recliners

CHAIRS
Reg.
2 Lawson style
matching geld
3 Fairfield green stripe
fireside chairs
2 Celery VOWS Lawson
lounge chairs
2 Olive green Lawlor,
losing* choirs
2 Gold pillow bock
treditiessel
2 Seely tell beck
Avocado green
- Fairfield Wing Choir, Green
end Red Print
2 Manimery matching English
Lounge Chitin, Gehl
1

Montgomery Limns Floral
Wing Choir

129.95

Sale
/
1 2 Price

/
1 2 nu.
-00,1/
129.95
72 Price

1)9.95

1

129.95

/
1
2 friar

129.95

/
1
2 Price

Reg.

2

end green floral
ja
lami
iiy
"
w,
Anm6re
y ige-bec
ericn;
.
e . Wros
1

1
Sale

329.95

gold
-eAjm.":i7cin iveedbmw
r4.
ing
P:
111 111!
Jamison gold, green, sod brews
floralr-v,o (11111/1i011
Kroirlil•r gold buries, Croft
American Wing Back
Jerniison gold tweed burlap
Queen Size
cioslsdioEnerigy...
A nmesrict e n
wing-bock imam size
Jamison olive grain Vectre
loose
KA 7.,11,11:.n
r Re•liir He
n:.Laity
inapt.

279 95
329.95
349,95
369.95
399.95
369.95
399.95

Price

18Z5
,
22995
24995
26995
29995
26995
29995

DARK MAPLE DINING

/
1 2 Peke

4 Motes Choirs

129.95

1
12 Price

Weis Door Hutch

199.95

/
1 2 Pried

199.95

/
12

Reg. 519.00

Sale

2

Miniature Gold Severs
Drawer Chest
Drexel Pecan Credenza
Spanish
Drexel Spanish Pecan
Bunching cocktail tables
Gehl wrought iron glass top
cocktail 'obi*
Lane record cabinet, 1 vrelnut
with black vinyl top, 1 maple
Web gold credenza panel
„doors with carved design
Officals champagne cheat -va
Six drawers, 1 bleak, l' red
3-Pc. Set Spanish Pricers,
two drawer tables, one cocktail
Stanley •ntiquit drop
shelf lamp tables Spanish pecan

159.95

1/2 Price

144.95

Price

149.95

Price

299.50

Price

He worked his wa
trunk of the tree a
ukeeping his body la
,441 just his head s

A male Towhee scr
at the base of the b
attention to us or t

Lf we did not hayi
would have been a
to stay at home.

Solo

Y2

119.95

Late yesterday evi
out back, we dist
Grand Daddy Long
ambling across th
when he reached tht
went right on up w

.

240.00

/
12
\,tri•e

99.50

14 Mee

69.01t

Price

• 129.95

/
1
2 Price
1/2

149.95
179.11,1_

Price

/
1 2 Price

, 129.95

Have not seen a Pr.
this year.

Peke

1#
:234.91 N /
1 2 itlee

1/2 Price

HEAVY SOLID OAK RURAL ENGLISH

Charles Johnson ha
redone his grocery s
out all the refrige
shelving, everythiru
new

The family of
has asked that no flc
when his body is n
for burial. Rather
appreciate contribu
Murray-Callows
Library in his memo
was an avid reader
short life and they ft
be a much better i
your respect. Lt.
killed in action in
July 22.

Gold loose cushion wood arm wing bock Sofa with 'notching
choir. Two end tables and cocktail.

was the grandso
Mrs. Harry Sledd ol

Reg. 560.00

Now

/
12

Price

Me war touches t7

Remember . . . Shop Thursday
and Friday Until 9:00 P.M.!!

The Wee

U.Ited Prose lea
.:SlZKCS:;:k•Y4t;.:*1$9999S
By United Press I
Kanbecky: Fair and
Friday. Isolated a
evening thundersh,
day. Highs today ar
theft. Lows tonight
las to mid 7Ca

29995
Murray, Ky.

II

1/2

Maple Chain

Round Table, Plastic Top
129.99

As we started the c
Jumped to the trun
Tree and peeped ar
other side to view

Prig.

329.95

Rog.

1

LA-Z-BOY

A Dove broke the s
morning with his ei
the outside dog
sidewalk with her
morning welcome.

MISCELLANEOUS

2

SOFAZLEEPERS

Price

As we drove out of
this morning the d
on the grass and th
big Meadow Lark s
in the grass and shi
Hardly looked up
within ten feet of I

He belongs to the
called Arachnids.

AND

LARGE SELECTION

179.95

189"

PICTURES

/
1
2Price

1/2

Price

• Round Plastic Tap Table

49995
29995
1/2

ACCESSORIES

1/2

219.95

5 PC. SOLID MAPLE
DINETTE

299"

249"
299"
'
2499
2499s
199"
1999s
299"
2499s

Price

399.95

Hamra/on Queen Anne cane
beck weed torn chair
Drexel Shell Bonnet tee
. „..........
•
Ant. Green Curio
•
Thomasville CtieliON and
White Curio Faux Bamboo

34995
369°°
2799
'
199"

7

Price

MISCELLANEOUS

4 Pc. Bassett Spanish Pecan Chest on Chest
Door Dresser with Mirror and Hite Stand
569.00
/
1
2 Price
549.00
3 Pc. Kincaid Solid Cherry Triple Dresser
with Mirror, Chest on Chest, Spindle Bed
599.00
1/
2
Price 4 Pe. Vaughn Mediterranean Chest Dresser
449.00
witils_Migget, Bed and Wife Stand
”9.90
/
1
2 Price 3 Pc. Jelmusee Solid Oak Bedroom,
329.00
Dresser vrAliztAirror, Chest and Bed
. .. 229;9, tj
399.00
4 Pc. Modern by Veaglin Dresser with
Mirror, Chest, Bed, Nita Stand
12
114.90 /
449.00
Price 4 Pc. Bassett French Provincial, Ch
Cherry, Frultwood Finis/4
459."
Dresser with Mirror, Chest, Bed end Nits Stand
119995 4 Pe. Bassett Ant. White with Blue Trim Dresser
299.00
with Mirror, Chest, Bed and Hite Used
529.90 /
1
2 race
trror,
Itafierr Dresser
rerriasirtlie
.*'
69.00"
'
.i 269alhisi"
Chest, Bed and Hite Stand
714.45
3 Pc Kinclid Solid Wormy Maple Dresser with
369.00
Mirror, Chest on Chest, and Headboard
529,40
4 Pc. Stanley Edelweiss Swiss
399.95
Dresser with Mirror, Cheat, Headboard
Price
and Night Stand, Ant. White with green
739.75
369.95

29995
/
12

1/2

Now

Reg. 1,149.00

BEDROOM

Price

We splurged this n
the Triangle and
country ham for b

SOLID OAK DINING ROOM

hie&

100 LAMPS

Price

THOMASVILLE

/
1
2 Price
/
1 2 Price

Price

/
1
2 Price

349.00

„.199.95

We notice bunches
Sycamore, Poplar
other yards all Oi
August the red ones
rise out of the gro

English Hunt Board with Hutch Top

Preece •, Cloak
La-Zollee-Seit.
Desire*, Ceediseatol
La-Z-Bey Ceetinental
Red Multi Plaid Early American

Sale

Rog.
Three cushion attached beck treditieriel safe,
green crewel type fabric
Red loose pillow beck
. ....
quilted floral
arerapegrie colored Mks
pillow bock trefilthreel

Sili

I

The Pi
Source c
In Murr
Calloway

